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 3 
I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 4 

 The DR Coalition is made up of the following parties: the California Efficiency + 5 

Demand Management Council (“the Council”), Google LLC (“Google”), Leapfrog Power, 6 

Inc., (“Leap”), NRG Energy, Inc. (“NRG”), OhmConnect, Inc. (“OhmConnect”), Oracle, 7 

Tesla, Voltus, Inc. (“Voltus”), and Willdan. 8 

• The Council: The Council is a statewide trade association of non-utility 9 

businesses that provide energy efficiency (“EE”), demand response (“DR”), and 10 

data analytics services and products in California.1  Our 65+ member companies 11 

(including DR providers CPower, Enel, Google, Leap, OhmConnect, Oracle, and 12 

Olivine) employ many thousands of Californians throughout the state.  They 13 

include EE, DR, and grid services technology providers, implementation and 14 

evaluation experts, energy service companies, engineering and architecture 15 

firms, contractors, financing experts, workforce training entities, and 16 

manufacturers of EE products and equipment.  The Council’s mission is to 17 

support appropriate EE and DR policies, programs, and technologies to create 18 

sustainable jobs, long-term economic growth, stable and reasonably priced 19 

energy infrastructures, and environmental improvement. 20 

• Google LLC: Google LLC, an Alphabet Inc. company, is the maker of Nest 21 

devices, including Nest thermostats, sold under the Google Nest brand.  The 22 

Nest energy devices include the Google Nest Learning Thermostat, the Google 23 

Nest Thermostat E, and the new Google Nest Thermostat, which are equipped 24 

with sensors, Wi-Fi capability, and smart-phone grade processing, to help 25 

customers consume less energy.  They learn occupant preferences, turn the 26 

temperature down when the house is empty, and automatically lower air 27 

conditioning (“A/C”) runtime when humidity conditions permit, thereby helping 28 

 
1 Additional information about the Council, including the organization’s current membership, 
Board of Directors, antitrust guidelines and code of ethics for its members, can be found at 
http://www.cedmc.org.  The views expressed by the Council are not necessarily those of its 
individual members.  

http://www.cedmc.org/
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people lower their energy use without sacrificing comfort. Google Nest 1 

thermostats also contribute to reducing peak demand by allowing residential 2 

customers to participate in demand response programs run by utilities or third-3 

party aggregators. Current Google Nest programs include Seasonal Savings (an 4 

energy efficiency program) as well as Nest Rush Hour Rewards (a demand 5 

response program). 6 

• Leap: Leap is a Demand Response Provider (DRP) founded in 2017 and 7 

headquartered in San Francisco, California. The company provides Demand 8 

Response (DR) services to residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural 9 

customers throughout the state of California. Through its technology platform, 10 

Leap enables distributed energy resource providers in California to become grid 11 

participants, both adding revenue for their customers and integrating additional 12 

demand-side resources into California electricity system. Leap believes that 13 

demand-side resources integrated into California’s wholesale electricity market 14 

will play a key role in helping California achieve a resilient and zero carbon 15 

future. 16 

• NRG: NRG Energy Inc. is a major producer and retailer of electricity and, through 17 

its wholly owned subsidiary, NRG Curtailment Solutions, Inc. (“NRGCS”), is also 18 

one of the largest demand response (“DR”) providers in the country. NRGCS 19 

participates in wholesale and distribution-level DR programs across the United 20 

States. Through wholesale and retail markets, NRGCS serves a wide variety of 21 

commercial, industrial, and institutional customers and achieved a 2,400 MW 22 

reduction of curtailable load at over 5,000 facilities in 2019. NRG also operates 23 

approximately 23,000 MW of generation around the country, including in CAISO. 24 

NRG is a major competitive retailer across the United States. 25 

• OhmConnect: OhmConnect was founded in 2014, and today enables hundreds 26 

of thousands of customers to reimagine how they use energy, to choose clean-27 

energy over dirty energy when required, and to be rewarded for timely, smarter, 28 

home energy use. OhmConnect pays its users for saving energy when the grid is 29 

at risk of using dirty power. Customers of the three major California energy 30 
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suppliers – Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), Southern California Edison and San 1 

Diego Gas & Electric – can sign up with OhmConnect for free. 2 

• Oracle: Oracle (formerly Opower, Inc.) has delivered Opower’s behavioral 3 

energy efficiency, demand response, and customer engagement services to over 4 

one hundred electric and natural gas utilities across ten countries and thirty-five 5 

states, including California.  To date, these programs have saved nearly 30 6 

terawatt-hours of energy. In 2020 alone, the Opower behavioral energy efficiency 7 

program is projected to drive over 350 GWh of savings across the three electric 8 

IOUs. Oracle appreciates this opportunity to provide input on the Commission’s 9 

Order Instituting Rulemaking on Emergency Reliability (OIR). Oracle’s comments 10 

are based on the 12+ years of behavioral DSM experience contained in the 11 

Opower platform, which has been implemented by more than 100 utilities around 12 

the world. 13 

• Tesla: Tesla’s mission is to accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable 14 

energy.  In the service of this mission, Tesla has dedicated itself to electrifying 15 

transportation through the manufacture and sale of advanced electric vehicles as 16 

well as key clean energy technologies, including battery storage and solar 17 

photovoltaic systems.  By electrifying the transportation sector and decarbonizing 18 

electricity production, substantial progress can be made in addressing climate 19 

change and the serious threat it poses, recognizing the significant share of 20 

greenhouse gas emissions that are directly attributable to the transportation and 21 

energy sectors.   Tesla has produced more than 1,000,000 electric vehicles 22 

worldwide, provided 5 gigawatt-hour (GWh) of stationary battery capacity, and 23 

has deployed over three gigawatts (GW) of solar. 24 

• Voltus: Voltus’s mission is to become the world’s leading provider of demand 25 

response by turning large energy users’ behind-the-meter assets into cash-26 

producing distributed energy resources (DERs). Based in San Francisco and 27 

Boston, Voltus serves thousands of customers across nine major North American 28 

energy markets and has secured over 2,000 MW of DERs to date. As an 29 

Aggregator of Retail Customers (“ARC”), Voltus leverages our commercial and 30 
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industrial (C&I) customers’ operational flexibility to deliver energy, capacity, and 1 

ancillary services to wholesale and retail markets, including load curtailment, 2 

energy storage, energy efficiency, and distributed generation. In return, Voltus 3 

secures market revenues for these assets as a form of payment to incentivize 4 

our customers’ participation in markets. Voltus currently has a total load 5 

curtailment potential of 80 MW in California. During the Stage 3 system 6 

emergencies on August 14 and 15, Voltus helped curtail demand by ~50 MW 7 

through its deployed capacity in the CAISO market alone. 8 

• Willdan: Willdan actively assists organizations and their communities to evolve 9 

and thrive as resources and infrastructure change. Willdan is a leading, 10 

nationwide provider of trusted, comprehensive solutions that are supported by a 11 

talented team of experts and advanced software applications.  Willdan provides 12 

advanced designs and delivers proven solutions to improve efficiency and 13 

resiliency in energy and sustainability, engineering, program administration, 14 

economics and strategic planning, software, emerging technology, and research 15 

& development.  16 

Rulemaking (R.) 20-11-003 is the Order Instituting Rulemaking (“OIR”) to 17 

Establish Policies, Processes, and Rules to Ensure Reliable Electric Service in 18 

California in the Event of an Extreme Weather Event in 2021.  On December 18, 2020, 19 

Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) Stevens issued a Ruling Introducing a Staff Report 20 

and Questions to the Record and Seeking Responses from Parties in Opening and 21 

Reply Testimonies (“December 18 ALJ Ruling”).  Attached to the December 18 ALJ 22 

Ruling is the Staff Proposal and Guidance to Parties for their January 2021 Proposals 23 

(“Staff Proposal and Guidance”).  On December 21, 2020, Assigned Commissioner 24 

Batjer issued an Assigned Commissioner’s Scoping Memo and Ruling (Scoping Memo).   25 

On December 28, 2020, Assigned Commissioner Batjer issued a Ruling Directing 26 

the State’s Three Large Electric Investor-Owned Utilities to Seek Contracts for 27 

Additional Power Capacity to Be Available by Summer of 2021 or 2022 (“December 28 28 

ACR”).  Thereafter, on January 8, 2021, ALJ Stevens issued a Proposed Decision 29 

Directing Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California Edison Company, and 30 
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San Diego Gas & Electric Company to Seek Contracts for Additional Power Capacity for 1 

Summer 2021 Reliability (“Proposed Decision”). 2 

By this Testimony, Exhibit (Ex.) DR Coalition-01, the DR Coalition proposes 3 

several revisions to the investor-owned utilities’ (“IOU”) DR programs, a supplemental 4 

Demand Response Auction Mechanism (“DRAM”) Pilot budget, a behavioral DR 5 

program, an Emergency Load Reduction Program Pilot, and a pathway to rapidly 6 

distribute 100,000 smart thermostats for deployment in IOU or third-party DR programs.  7 

All of the DR Coalition’s proposals are meant to attract more DR participants by 8 

improving their flexibility while maintaining or improving their effectiveness, all for the 9 

purpose of adding significantly more additional capacity for Summer 2021 and 2022.  10 

The large number of proposals renders the DR Coalition is unable to estimate the 11 

incremental amount of added capacity associated with each one.  However, if adopted, 12 

the DR Coalition is confident that enough DR capacity would be added as to meet a 13 

significant portion of any incremental reliability need in 2021 and 2022. 14 

II. FINAL ITEMS NOT MENTIONED IN THE DECEMBER 18 ALJ RULING 15 

A. Role of DR in 2021 and 2022 Reliability 16 

The DR Coalition appreciates the Commission’s solicitation of extensive 17 

feedback on potential changes to the investor-owned utility (“IOU”) DR programs to 18 

make more capacity available to meet reliability needs in 2021 and 2022.  It is clear 19 

based on the Preliminary Root Cause Analysis of the Mid-August 2020 Heat Storm 20 

(“Preliminary Root Cause Analysis”) that the time of day when electricity supplies were 21 

most acute coincided with the availability of all DR programs and resources that receive 22 

Resource Adequacy (“RA”) capacity.  Therefore, had more DR and EE capabilities been 23 

available on August 14 and 15, perhaps the involuntary curtailments that were 24 

implemented on these dates could have been for a shorter duration, impacted fewer 25 

customers, or been avoided altogether.   26 

The DR Coalition believes that a number of arcane policies and outdated rules 27 

adopted by the Commission and implemented by the IOUs have led to lackluster 28 

participation in the state’s DR and EE programs over the past few years.  As such, this 29 

has led to the higher loads which were experienced during this past summer’s extreme 30 
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weather events.  There were simply inadequate mechanisms for the market to have 1 

effectively participated to sufficiently lower demand to avoid rolling blackouts.2  In 2 

Opening Comments and Reply Comments to the Order Instituting Rulemaking (“OIR”), 3 

the parties comprising the DR Coalition have offered several very specific and 4 

actionable recommendations about what could be done as soon as Summer 2021 to 5 

ensure the State avoids a repeat of last summer.  We urge the Commission to 6 

meaningfully consider all the recommendations that are put forth by the DR Coalition as 7 

part of this testimony. 8 

It is unclear whether the additional DR capacity gained through revisions to the 9 

IOU DR programs, combined with capacity gained through the IOU solicitations ordered 10 

in the December 28 ACR and subsequent Proposed Decision, will be adequate to avoid 11 

involuntary curtailments in 2021 and 2022.    The Commission should authorize a 12 

number of additional parallel initiatives to ensure that the state is tapping into vast 13 

amounts of DR capability that were in effect sitting on the “sidelines” during the August 14 

2020 heat events.  These parallel initiatives are detailed below.  15 

• Authorize Incremental DR Auction Mechanism (“DRAM”) Budgets:  The 16 

Commission should authorize an incremental DRAM budget for 2022 and, 17 

depending on when a decision is issued this spring, the balance of 2021 as well.  18 

In 2019, the Commission reduced the annual DRAM Pilot budget by almost 50% 19 

from $27 million to $14 million for the 2020-2023 delivery year period, which 20 

resulted in the loss of over 150 MW of DR capacity that would have been very 21 

useful on August 14-15.3 If the Commission restores the DRAM Pilot annual 22 

budget to $27 million, it would be reasonable to expect a similar amount of new 23 

DR could be procured.  In addition, the Commission should explicitly expand the 24 

scope of the procurements directed in the December 28 ACR and Proposed 25 

Decision to include DR resources.  If DR resources can successfully compete 26 

 
2 Please see the 1/5/21 Greentech Media article titled “California’s Big 2021 Decision on Grid 
Reliability: Expand Supply or Manage Demand,” where DR Coalition witness Greg Wikler 
expands on these concerns. https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/californias-big-
decision-for-2021-grid-reliability-go-big-on-supply-or-expand-demand 
3 A total of 369.94 MW of DRAM capacity was procured for the 2019 delivery year, whereas 
206.05 MW were procured for the 2020 delivery year. 

https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/californias-big-decision-for-2021-grid-reliability-go-big-on-supply-or-expand-demand
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/californias-big-decision-for-2021-grid-reliability-go-big-on-supply-or-expand-demand
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head-to-head with new fossil resources and energy storage, then it should be 1 

considered in the solicitations.   2 

• Include Behavioral DR (“BDR”) Programs: The Commission should consider 3 

BDR as an option for 2022 implementation.  In recent years, numerous utilities 4 

both in California and in other states have adapted the well-established approach 5 

of sending personalized, data-driven behavioral messaging to large numbers of 6 

their residential customers on an opt-out basis to drive demand reductions during 7 

high peak-load periods.  This program design enables the use of randomized 8 

controlled trials (“RCT”) to measure the impacts of the program with a high 9 

degree of precision and certainty in attribution.  This approach is similar to that 10 

used in Home Energy Reports (“HER”) programs, which currently drive the vast 11 

majority of residential EE savings in California and elsewhere.  A BDR program 12 

was piloted by Pacific Gas and Electric Company (“PG&E”) in 2015 and 13 

evaluated by Nexant, which found if aggregated over a large number of 14 

customers, small but statistically significant reductions in peak period energy 15 

consumption during 5:00-8:00 p.m. in the summer could conservatively result in 16 

33 MW of load impacts if applied to 1.3 million HER recipients.4 The Commission 17 

should explicitly allow the piloting of BDR for all LSEs beginning in 2022 as Load 18 

Modifying Resource (“LMR”) DR and reduce the RA requirement.  Such pilots 19 

can utilize RCTs to prove out the ability of wide-scale BDR approaches to reduce 20 

LSE RA requirements and drive conservation on high load days.  21 

• Enhance Emergency Load Reduction Program (“ELRP”) Pilot Program 22 

Design: The DR Coalition proposes a far more robust out-of-market ELRP pilot 23 

program design than what the Commission has laid out in the Staff Proposal.  24 

Based on the years of field experience by DR Coalition members, we believe that 25 

the Commission’s proposed program design will not yield meaningful impacts by 26 

Summer 2021 and beyond.  We discuss more specifics of our proposed ELRP 27 

modifications later in this testimony. 28 

 
4 Behavioral Demand Response Study – Load Impact Evaluation Report, Nexant, January 11, 
2016, at p. 21. 
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• Modify EE Program Rules to Enable “Shovel-ready” EE Projects to 1 

Proceed.  As the Council outlined in their Opening Comments to this OIR, the 2 

Commission should also be considering immediate steps to accelerate 3 

deployment of new EE measures.5  Key to reducing the peak is reducing the 4 

baseline energy usage, and EE measures can be very effective in that regard. 5 

Based on the experience of many members of the DR Coalition, there are a 6 

number of “shovel-ready” EE projects that are sitting on the sidelines because of 7 

overly punitive Commission EE policies and rules regarding cost-effectiveness 8 

(“CE”) and various time-consuming and unnecessary custom project review 9 

(“CPR”) requirements.  The Commission should immediately modify the EE 10 

portfolio CE requirements from a Total Resource Cost (“TRC”) threshold to a 11 

Program Administrator Cost (“PAC”) threshold and order the IOUs to immediately 12 

expand their EE programs to allow proposed projects that surpass a PAC CE test 13 

result of 1.0.  Further, the Commission should suspend all CPR requirements 14 

and order the IOUs to immediately approve all pending custom project 15 

applications.   16 

  17 

B. Modifications to Existing Decisions 18 

Pursuant to the instructions in the December 18 ALJ Ruling, the DR Coalition 19 

identifies Commission decisions that will need to be modified to implement the Energy 20 

Division Staff proposal; in addition, decisions have been identified to implement 21 

proposals contained in this testimony. 22 

• Decision 15-11-033 approved the transfer of the planning and administration 23 
of the Flex Alert program from the IOUs to the California Independent System 24 
Operator (“CAISO”)  25 

• Decision 20-06-031 approved an 8.3% DR procurement cap  26 
• Decision 17-12-003 approved IOU DR budget funding-shifting authority for 27 

the 2018-2022 program cycle 28 

 
5 Opening Comments of the California Efficiency + Demand Management Council on Order 
Instituting Rulemaking, November 30, 2020, at p. 9. 
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III. ENERGY DIVISION STAFF PROPOSAL ON FLEX ALERT PAID MEDIA 1 
CAMPAIGN 2 

The Flex Alert program has been a useful and effective tool since 2000 to 3 

harness the good will of the general population to voluntarily reduce load during times of 4 

system duress.  The Preliminary Root Cause Analysis indicated that Flex Alerts were 5 

repeatedly issued in conjunction with requests for conservation by the State’s utilities, 6 

Governor’s Office and State agencies, as well as the Governor’s August 16 declaration 7 

of a State of Emergency.6 Determining the actual Flex Alert load impacts experienced 8 

during the August 14-19 period are unclear because they coincided with so many other 9 

efforts to publicize the need for conservation, including the dispatch of backup 10 

generators (“BUGs”), but it would appear they had a some effect in driving conservation.  11 

The DR Coalition provides some initial thoughts on the Flex Alert Staff Proposal before 12 

addressing specific questions. 13 

It is not clear how the administration component of the Energy Division proposal 14 

differs from the current administrative model.  The Energy Division should clarify 15 

whether and, if applicable, how the Flex Alert administration would change under its 16 

proposal.  To the extent that the Commission, IOUs, media vendor, and the CAISO do 17 

not currently coordinate on Flex Alert campaigns, that would likely be an area of 18 

potential improvement to achieve maximum conservation but more specificity would be 19 

needed on exactly how these entities will coordinate.  Also, as discussed further in 20 

responses to the questions in the December 18 ALJ Ruling, there are some excellent 21 

opportunities for the Commission to leverage the Flex Alert campaign for promoting 22 

participation in IOU, LSE, and third-party DR) and smart thermostat incentive programs.  23 

The Energy Division’s proposed oversight process appears reasonable.  24 

However, any market research that is conducted should include feedback from DR 25 

providers (“DRPs”) and technology companies in addition to customer feedback to 26 

ensure that any cross-marketing of DR options is effective.   27 

 
6 Preliminary Root Cause Analysis, at pp. 59-60. 
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The DR Coalition provides responses to questions pertaining to the Flex Alert 1 

Staff Proposal contained in the December 18 ALJ Ruling. 2 

1.   Should the CPUC direct an IOU to develop a new contract with the existing 3 
time-of use Statewide Marketing, Education and Outreach vendor, or direct an 4 
IOU to develop a solicitation to competitively source a new vendor? 5 

 6 
The DR Coalition respectfully declines to respond to this question but retains the 7 

right to address party responses in reply testimony. 8 

2. Should the contract be for at least two summers (2021 and 2022) or should it 9 
be longer? 10 

 11 
The media contract should be for 2021 and 2022, consistent with the 12 

procurement window indicated in the December 28 ACR.  Before the end of 2022, the 13 

effectiveness of the campaign and the need for it going forward should be assessed.  If 14 

the Commission finds that the paid media campaign has been successful in driving 15 

greater Flex Alert participation, as well as growth in IOU and third-party DR program 16 

participation and smart thermostat adoption, then the contract could be put out for a 17 

new round of bids.  If key metrics have not been met, then the campaign should be 18 

reassessed or discontinued.   19 

3. What should be the campaign priorities and strategies for the new Flex Alert 20 
program, and what budget estimates seem reasonable to address those 21 
priorities? 22 

 23 
The proposal to expand Flex Alert marketing channels to social media and text 24 

messages would likely improve the effectiveness of the campaign by touching a larger 25 

number of people, often in real time.  Flex Alert marketing should also utilize cross-26 

marketing with IOU, LSE, and third-party DR programs, including critical peak pricing 27 

(“CPP”), as well as smart thermostat incentives.  The circumstances and urgency 28 

surrounding Flex Alerts provide an excellent opportunity to present customers with 29 

opportunities to be compensated for reducing their load on a more frequent basis.  To 30 

this end, one of the campaign’s priorities should include growing DR program 31 

participation and adoption of smart thermostats.  Converting customers from casual 32 

energy savers to more committed, regular performers will create additional valuable 33 

clean capacity.  34 
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It is difficult to know what would be an appropriate budget for an augmented Flex 1 

Alert program without a more detailed proposal.  The Energy Division claims that the 2 

cost of similar paid media campaigns ranges from $10-24 million but it is not clear what 3 

specific campaigns they are referring to, so it is difficult to verify this.7 If the intent is to 4 

expand Flex Alert to focus more heavily on social media and texting, the incremental 5 

cost associated with these activities should not be especially significant given the many 6 

available tools for these forms of communication.  It is the DR Coalition’s view that this 7 

program should not be a “blank check” and should be overseen by the Energy Division 8 

and Public Advocate’s Office. 9 

4. What should the cost recovery mechanism be for funding the Flex Alert 10 
campaign? 11 

Funding for the Flex Alert campaign should come from the IOUs’ DR program 12 

budgets and the associated cost recovery mechanisms.  This is an appropriate avenue 13 

because Flex Alerts benefit all customers and DR program budgets are collected 14 

through distribution rates.  Assuming a 2021-2022 contract, the IOUs’ unspent DR 15 

program budget can be used to pay for the campaign with no change in customer rates.  16 

According to their respective mid-cycle review advice letters for the 2018-2022 program 17 

cycle, PG&E was underspent by approximately $39.8 million across all budget 18 

categories through 2019, SCE was underspent by approximately $53 million, and 19 

SDG&E was underspent by over $15 million.8 For the IOUs to allocate its unspent DR 20 

program budget, the Commission would likely need to modify Decision (D.) 17-12-003 21 

to authorize them to shift additional budget to the Category 6, (Marketing, Education, 22 

and Outreach) budget item because the IOUs are currently prohibited from shifting 23 

funds across budget categories.9  24 

 25 

 26 

 
7 December 18 ALJ Ruling, at p. 2. 
8 PG&E Advice Letter (AL) 5799-E, Attachment 1, at p. 4; SCE AL 4182-E, Attachment A, at p. 
A-3; SDG&E AL 3522-E, at p. 10. 
9 Decision 17-12-003, at p. 135. 
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5. How could the Flex Alert campaign be integrated with DR programs and smart 1 
thermostats? 2 

All Flex Alert media and materials should include reference to a page on the Flex 3 

Alert website where the available DR programs and technology incentives can be found, 4 

including participating DRPs for aggregator programs.  The Flex Alert DR page should 5 

clearly state that consumers can be paid to conserve energy and should include 6 

information on available DR programs and smart thermostat incentives so customers 7 

can easily access additional information.  8 

6. If the CPUC authorizes a new emergency load reduction program (ELRP) how 9 
would the Flex Alert paid media campaign interface with it? 10 

 11 
As discussed in greater detail below, the ELRP should be an emergency DR 12 

program that is dispatched under the same conditions as when Reliability Demand 13 

Response Resources (“RDRR”) are dropped into the CAISO’s Real-Time Market 14 

(“RTM”) bid stack.  However, Flex Alerts can act to put ELRP participants on notice that 15 

they may be needed the following day.  16 

IV. EMERGENCY LOAD REDUCTION PROGRAM (“ELRP”) 17 

The DR Coalition agrees with the Staff Proposal that the ELRP be a pilot 18 

program because this will forego the need for any ex ante cost effectiveness evaluation, 19 

which would likely be highly inaccurate due to the difficulty in estimating participation 20 

levels and load impacts for a new program.  In addition, its status as a pilot program will 21 

allow it to be adjusted as experience is gained by customers, IOUs, and DRPs.  In its 22 

decision in this proceeding, the Commission should also explicitly affirm that the ELRP 23 

is exempt from the 2% emergency DR cap that was adopted in D.10-06-034 and the 24 

8.3% DR procurement cap that was adopted in D.20-06-031.   25 

Commission Staff recommend that ELRP proposals assume the following 26 

guidelines: 1) the program is out-of-market and outside the resource planning 27 

framework, and 2) compensation is pay-for-performance (i.e., an energy payment).  The 28 

first guideline is reasonable but the second is highly problematic for some customer 29 

segments and for virtual power plant projects.  A stand-alone ELRP with energy-only 30 

payments will not be attractive to many DRPs because they will not be able to count on 31 
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a predictable source of income to justify making the financial investments necessary to 1 

recruit customers and develop the internal infrastructure to implement the program.  2 

Absent a reservation charge or capacity payment, or the ability to dual participate with 3 

an existing capacity-based DR program such as the Capacity Bidding Program (“CBP”), 4 

DRAM Pilot, or bilateral RA contract, the economics simply will not be viable for virtual 5 

power plants and DRPs as well as their customers, so participation will likely be very 6 

low.   7 

To demonstrate this, the New York Independent System Operator (“NYISO”) 8 

runs two emergency DR programs; one, the Emergency Demand Response Program 9 

offers only an energy performance payment and the other, the Special Case Resources 10 

program offers a modest capacity payment as well.  The energy-only program was only 11 

able to attract 19 MW of capacity, whereas the Special Case Resource program 12 

attracted over 2,100 MW of capacity.10 This shows the difference in engagement and 13 

participation that reservation payments can make - the sign-up and offering of a 14 

reservation/participation payment heightens engagement.  To maximize customer 15 

participation in the ELRP, the DR Coalition recommends a two-pronged ELRP design 16 

that provides two options for providing capacity payments to DRPs and customers: 1) a 17 

stand-alone program with a reservation payment, and 2) an energy-only overlay 18 

program on top of an existing capacity-based DR program to compensate incremental 19 

performance beyond the RA obligation.  Both ELRP options have several common 20 

elements, described below. 21 

 22 

Common ELRP Elements 23 

1. Program Triggers: The ELRP should be triggered when the CAISO issues a 24 

Warning notice when the Real-Time Market (“RTM”) run results indicate that 25 

Contingency Reserves are anticipated to be less than Contingency Reserve 26 

requirements and further actions would be necessary to maintain the Contingency 27 

 
10 See NYISO 2020 Load and Capacity Data, April 2020, at p. 50.   
https://www.nyiso.com/documents/20142/2226333/2020-Gold-Book-Final-Public.pdf/9ff426ab-
e325-28bc-97cf-106d792593a1  
 
 

https://www.nyiso.com/documents/20142/2226333/2020-Gold-Book-Final-Public.pdf/9ff426ab-e325-28bc-97cf-106d792593a1
https://www.nyiso.com/documents/20142/2226333/2020-Gold-Book-Final-Public.pdf/9ff426ab-e325-28bc-97cf-106d792593a1
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Reserve requirements.  Pursuant to CAISO Operating Procedure 4420, this 1 

condition currently triggers the insertion of RDRRs, including the IOUs’ Base 2 

Interruptible Program (“BIP”), into the CAISO’s RTM bid stack at $950/MWh or 3 

higher.11 Dispatching the ELRP at this time is consistent with its purpose as an 4 

emergency program and, because it would be dispatched out-of-market and not 5 

subject to an energy market-clearing price, it would likely be dispatched prior to 6 

RDRRs which can be kept in reserve should system conditions become more 7 

severe.  Flex Alerts can also be used as a warning to participants that they may be 8 

dispatched the following day. 9 

In addition to a CAISO Warning trigger, the CAISO and IOUs should have the 10 

prerogative to dispatch the ELRP to address other transmission or distribution 11 

reliability needs.  This slightly ambiguous condition is used for the Base Interruptible 12 

Program (“BIP”) and provides some flexibility on when the program is utilized which 13 

would be useful for the ELRP as well.   14 

Less urgent program triggers such as system load, temperature, or RTM price 15 

could also be adopted if the Commission prefers the ELRP be dispatched more 16 

frequently.  The ELRP would be a voluntary program so participants would not be 17 

subject to a penalty for not performing; however, more frequent dispatches could risk 18 

diminishing performance when load curtailment is needed most.    19 

2. Eligibility: Third-party and IOU direct-enrolled residential and non-residential 20 

customers of all LSEs, including customers on a net energy metering (“NEM”) tariff 21 

and with exporting BTM energy storage, should be eligible to participate.      22 

3. Notification Time: 30 minutes to enable ELRP to be used immediately following the 23 

occurrence of N-1 emergencies. 24 

4. Program Administration and Implementation: To accelerate the rollout of the 25 

ELRP, it should be administered by a single third-party entity for the entire state 26 

rather than by the IOUs for their individual service areas.  The DR Coalition believes 27 

that the IOUs simply are not able to successfully administer demand-side resources 28 

in the expedited timeframe needed to have ELRP fully operational by Summer 2021.  29 

The Commission should immediately direct one of the IOUs to release an expedited 30 

 
11 http://www.caiso.com/Documents/4420.pdf, Section 3.5.2. 

http://www.caiso.com/Documents/4420.pdf
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RFP for a qualified outside consultant to administer the ELRP.  Once that 1 

administrator is in place, it can begin the process of fleshing out with the 2 

Commission and key stakeholders the specific ELRP rules and procedures.  Under 3 

this scenario, DRPs could likely begin recruiting customers around June 2021 with 4 

loads available for emergency events by no later than August 2021.  The budget 5 

needed for the third-party administrator would come from the same funding source 6 

described in the Program Budget description below.  The DR Coalition believes that 7 

a fixed annual budget of $2-3 million would be sufficient to administer the ELRP pilot 8 

program.  The Council is more than willing to volunteer its expertise to assist the 9 

Commission in drafting the details of the third-party administrator RFP. 10 

5. Availability: ELRP events can be called 24x7 year-round.  11 

6. Dispatch Duration: The minimum dispatch duration should be one hour with a 12 

maximum up to the duration of the CAISO Warning.  13 

7. Baseline: A 5-in-10 baseline is more accurate than a 10-in-10 baseline during 14 

extreme weather events, which likely best represents the conditions under which the 15 

ELRP would be called.  As was seen during the August and September heat events, 16 

temperatures during a heat event are often significantly greater than the days and 17 

weeks leading up to the event.  Under a 10-in-10 baseline, the prior ten “similar” 18 

days used to calculate the baseline are based on much cooler weather which 19 

reduces the amount of measured load curtailment.  Conversely, a 5-in-10 baseline 20 

can more easily incorporate the hotter days leading up to the event day which more 21 

accurately reflect the prevailing conditions during the actual DR event.  22 

In addition, participants would be able to take a 100 percent day-of adjustment.  As 23 

the DR Coalition explains in Section XIII, the 40 percent retail day-of adjustment cap 24 

is inadequate in measuring actual DR performance during extreme heat events; if 25 

participants do not have confidence that their performance will be accurately 26 

measured and compensated, they will not participate. 27 

8. Other Provisions 28 

• Participants should be eligible for IOU technology incentives as well as any 29 

technology incentives offered by non-IOU LSEs. 30 
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• Exporting and non-exporting prohibited resources should be eligible to 1 

participate.  2 

• BTM battery storage resources that have the ability to export energy to the grid 3 

through their interconnection agreement should be allowed to participate in the 4 

ELRP and should be compensated at the ELRP energy rate.  For resources that 5 

are not market-integrated, the storage resource should be compensated at the 6 

ELRP $/kWh rate for all energy discharged from the battery (beyond baseline 7 

usage) during the event window, regardless of whether it is consumed behind the 8 

meter or exported to the grid.  For resources that are market integrated, 9 

consistent with Option 2 below, storage resources should be compensated at the 10 

ELRP energy rate for energy delivered above and beyond the amount scheduled 11 

in the DAM and RTM. 12 

9. Program Budget: The ELRP budget can be taken from unspent Category 1 IOU DR 13 

program budgets which was severely underspent in 2018 and 2019.  In the IOUs’ 14 

2018-2022 DR program mid-cycle review advice letters, PG&E had ~$24 million of 15 

its 2018-2019 Category 1 DR program budget remaining, SCE had ~$28 million, and 16 

SDG&E had ~$6 million, for a total of ~$58 million, not including 2020 underspent 17 

budget.12 If the Commission approves the ELRP, it should either revise D.17-12-003, 18 

which prohibited the IOUs from shifting budget between program Categories, or 19 

classify it as a Category 1 DR program so as to avoid the need for inter-category 20 

fund shifting.13   21 

Program Participation Options 22 

The ELRP should be compensated in a manner consistent with its emergency 23 

nature and short notification time, and be large enough to elicit a significant amount 24 

of load curtailment.  The Commission should consider the IOUs’ now-defunct 25 

Demand Bidding Program (“DBP”) as a cautionary tale for insufficiently high energy 26 

payments.  The DBP was a voluntary, pay-for-performance program that was 27 

canceled by PG&E and SDG&E at the end of 2016, and by SCE at the end of 2017 28 

 
12 PG&E Advice Letter (AL) 5799-E, Attachment 1, at p. 4; SCE AL 4182-E, Attachment A, at p. 
A-3; SDG&E AL 3522-E, at p. 10. 
13 D.17-12-003, at p. 135. 
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due to low participation and poor cost effectiveness.14 The DBP provided an energy 1 

payment of $500/MWh which, based on the poor performance cited in D.16-06-029, 2 

was ineffective in delivering any significant amount of DR capacity. The DR Coalition 3 

recommends the Commission adopt two different compensation options to attract 4 

the widest array of participants possible.   5 

 6 

Option 1 7 

This would be a stand-alone ELRP for customers not currently participating in a DR 8 

program or resource.  A $3.00/kW-month reservation payment would be provided for 9 

all enrolled months with an ELRP energy payment of $950/MWh provided on a pay-10 

for-performance basis.  This proposed reservation payment is significantly lower 11 

than a CBP or BIP capacity payment but would satisfy the revenue certainty need 12 

discussed above to provide an impetus for DRPs and customers to participate while 13 

being modest enough to not over-compensate for a program that will be called very 14 

infrequently. The proposed energy payment is high enough to also attract 15 

participants while also roughly reflecting grid conditions when the program would be 16 

dispatched.   As a condition for participating in this option, participants would be 17 

subject to a two-hour test event in July of each year. 18 

 19 

Option 2  20 

This option would be an energy-only overlay over existing capacity-based programs 21 

such as CBP, DRAM Pilot, and bilateral RA contracts and is meant to incentivize 22 

load reductions from customers during CAISO grid emergencies above and beyond 23 

the reductions such customers are willing to provide when compensation is 24 

constrained by the CAISO’s offer cap.  The bids that DRPs submit to the CAISO’s 25 

energy market are reflective of participating customers’ opportunity costs of 26 

curtailing their electric loads.  In the case of residential customers, for example, 27 

electric loads tend to be weather-sensitive, such that opportunity costs are not static 28 

but also a function of temperature.  During a grid emergency caused or exacerbated 29 

by extreme weather, grid stability may call for load reductions in excess of those that 30 

 
14 D.16-06-029, at pp. 41-43. 
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customers are willing to supply at the CAISO’s offer cap.  Beyond this price point, 1 

however, customers may be willing to take special measures to reduce electric 2 

consumption, such as increasing their thermostat set points to uncomfortable (but 3 

not unsafe) temperatures or foregoing cooking with their electric appliances. In other 4 

words, there is an implicit bid stack of price-responsive DR above the CAISO offer 5 

cap that CAISO can access in cases of emergency.  This dual-participation 6 

approach is structured to avoid dual payments and any incentive for customers to 7 

avoid meeting their must-offer obligation as RA resources.  Settlement would occur 8 

as described below: 9 

• Energy scheduled in the DAM or dispatched in the RTM is paid the applicable 10 

CAISO Locational Marginal Price (“LMP”). 11 

• Energy in excess of Total Expected Energy (TEE) is paid the ELRP energy 12 

price of $6,000/MWh, which is less than the average BIP penalty across the 13 

three IOUs. 14 

• Delivered energy that was bid into, but not dispatched by, the RTM during the 15 

Emergency, is paid the PDR’s RTM bid price rather than the RTM LMP; this 16 

ensures a PDR will not lose money for delivering energy during an 17 

Emergency for which the RTM happens to clear at a price less than the 18 

PDR’s bid price. 19 

The following is a simple example of ELRP Option 2: 20 

Assumptions: 21 

o A PDR has a DAM schedule of 1 MW. The DAM LMP is $100/MWh. 22 

o The PDR self-schedules in the RTM the 1 MW previously scheduled in 23 

the DAM, and submits an economic bid in the RTM for an additional 1 24 

MW at a bid price of $500/MWh. 25 

o CAISO declares an Emergency for the Operating Hour for which the 26 

PDR has already bid into the RTM. 27 

o During the Operating Hour of the Emergency, the PDR delivers 3 MWh 28 

of energy (based on the applicable CAISO baseline method). 29 

 30 

Case 1: The RTM LMP is $600/MWh in each interval of the Operating Hour 31 
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• The PDR is paid $100 for the 1 MWh scheduled in the DAM, $600 for 1 

the 1 MWh dispatched in the RTM, and $6000 for the 1 MWh delivered 2 

in excess of TEE. 3 

• Total settlement is $100 + $600 + $6000 = $6700. 4 

 5 

Case 2: The RTM LMP is $400/MWh in each interval of the Operating Hour 6 

• The PDR is paid $100 for the 1 MWh scheduled in the DAM, $500 for 7 

the 1 MWh bid (but not dispatched) in the RTM, and $6000 for the 1 8 

MWh delivered in excess of the DAM scheduled quantity plus RTM bid 9 

quantity (2 MWh). 10 

• Total settlement is $100 + $500 + $6000 = $6600. 11 

 12 

V. CHANGES TO EXISTING IOU DR PROGRAMS 13 

The DR Coalition recommends several changes to the IOUs’ existing DR 14 

programs that will make them more attractive to customers and useful to the CAISO and 15 

IOUs.  In light of the December 28 ACR’s directive to the IOUs to procure capacity that 16 

can be delivered beginning in 2021 or 2022, those recommended changes that cannot 17 

be implemented in time for Summer 2021 should be considered for implementation for 18 

the following summer.  The Commission should seek IOU feedback on what approved 19 

changes can be implemented in 2021 and what can be implemented in 2022.  The DR 20 

Coalition also respectfully reminds the Commission that the IOUs’ DR program mid-21 

cycle review advice letters are still pending and therefore, any changes to their 22 

programs adopted in this proceeding will need to be reconciled in the Commission 23 

Resolution approving them.15  24 

If the Commission’s intent is to increase the amount of IOU DR deployed in 2021 25 

and 2022, the Commission must suspend the per-LSE component of the 8.3 percent 26 

DR procurement cap adopted in D.20-06-031 as part of the Maximum Cumulative 27 

Capacity (“MCC”) Bucket regime.16 This could be a significant barrier to procuring more 28 

 
15 PG&E AL 5799-E, SCE AL 4182-E, and SDG&E AL 3522-E. 
16 D.20-06-031, at Ordering Paragraph 19. 
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DR capacity because though significant headroom remains to the ~3,735 MW statewide 1 

DR limit, when the 8.3 percent cap is applied at the LSE level, some LSEs may be 2 

unable to receive some or all of their pro rata share of incremental DR Resource 3 

Adequacy (“RA”) capacity.  OhmConnect, Leap, and the Council have submitted a 4 

proposal to address this problem in what is now Track 3.B.1 of Rulemaking (R.) R.19-5 

11-009 but a decision on this Track is not expected until June 2021, which would be far 6 

too late to have any effect on Summer 2021 procurement.  The Commission should 7 

suspend the 8.3% per-LSE DR procurement cap until it can address the issue more 8 

definitively in its Track 3.B.1 decision.  Otherwise, efforts to procure additional DR 9 

capacity for 2021 and 2022 could be severely impaired for some LSEs.  In the 10 

meantime, the statewide cap could continue to apply.   11 

VI. DR COALITION’S RESPONSES TO BASE INTERRUPTIBLE PROGRAM 12 
(BIP) AND AGRICULTURAL PUMPING – INTERRUPTIBLE (AP-1) 13 
QUESTIONS 14 

1.   Should the CPUC consider a temporary expansion of the 2 percent cap limited 15 
to a specified number of years (such as 5 years)?  If the cap is increased, are 16 
there other changes to the BIP design that should be considered to forestall 17 
any potential unintended consequences? 18 

 19 
Yes, the Commission should increase the 2 percent cap on emergency DR 20 

programs but on a permanent, not temporary, basis.  Given that the primary purpose of 21 

this proceeding is to ensure more capacity is secured by Summer 2021 and 2022 to 22 

avoid additional blackouts, the Commission should remove limits on the growth of such 23 

an effective and fast-responding resource.  The Base Interruptible Program ("BIP") and 24 

Agricultural Pumping-Interruptible (“AP-I”) programs perform well and can be dispatched 25 

economically or out-of-market.   26 

The Commission should encourage DR growth on a permanent basis, not 27 

temporarily.  IOUs and DRPs devote significant resources toward recruiting, vetting, and 28 

managing participants.  Placing an expiration date on BIP and AP-I capacity in excess 29 

of the 2 percent cap will unnecessarily waste these resources and eliminate valuable 30 

capacity and motivated DR participants capable of meeting the rigorous standards 31 

required by these programs.  If the parameters of the solicitation guidelines in the 32 
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December 28 ACR are any indication, the lost capacity will likely be replaced by new 1 

fossil generation which will lock in decades of additional greenhouse gas emissions.  If 2 

the cap is only increased temporarily, once expired, any incremental capacity gained 3 

could very likely be replaced by carbon-emitting generation resources.  However, if the 4 

Commission ultimately adopts a temporary expansion, five years would be a reasonable 5 

duration because it would buy time for the Commission to hopefully procure clean 6 

resources to replace the lost BIP and AP-I capacity. 7 

2. Currently BIP/API are all-year programs. To encourage more customers (and 8 
MW) to participate, should the CPUC consider an option for customers to 9 
enroll for selected months? Should the selected months be pre-defined (such 10 
as July-October)? How should the capacity incentive level be modified for 11 
partial year enrollment? Please provide an estimate for additional MWs that 12 
could result from this. What is the case against this change? 13 

 14 
The DR Coalition appreciates the Commission’s consideration of opportunities to 15 

encourage greater BIP and AP-I participation.  One of the primary barriers to BIP and 16 

AP-I participation is the year-long commitment.  Some customers cannot commit to a 17 

full year of a consistent Firm Service Level (in the case of BIP) or to a full year of 18 

pumping load reduction (in the case of the AP-I).  However, it would be short-sighted to 19 

forego the fast-responding capacity that some customers can provide for a partial year, 20 

especially in the summer months when it is most needed.   21 

Rather than adopt a summer-only BIP or AP-I, the Commission should 22 

incorporate greater flexibility into them so that customers can adjust their participation to 23 

match their capability to respond.  The DR Coalition’s response to the question below 24 

includes several proposals to address this.   25 

 26 

3. What would be the most effective way to retain as well as attract participants 27 
to BIP, while preserving or improving the program’s contribution to grid 28 
reliability? Increase capacity incentive level, add an energy payment 29 
component (with existing or modified capacity payment), reduce penalties for 30 
underperformance, allow additional enrollment opportunities, reduce the 31 
availability requirement to specific hours of the day (instead of 24 x 7), or limit 32 
the number of allowed events in a year? For your proposals, please be 33 
specific in describing the proposed program modifications, including 34 
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quantifying parameters where appropriate, and provide the rationale. Please 1 
provide an estimate for additional MWs that could result from the changes. 2 

 3 
There are several steps the Commission could take to retain and attract 4 

customers to the BIP and AP-I.  The DR Coalition recommends the following:  5 

• Lower the BIP minimum load eligibility requirement: Currently, the IOUs 6 

have inconsistent load eligibility requirements for their respective BIPs.  PG&E 7 

requires BIP customers to have a peak monthly demand of 100 kW in at least 8 

one of the 12 prior months, SCE requires a BIP customer to have a 200-kW 9 

average monthly peak demand, and SDG&E requires participants to be capable 10 

of reducing load by a minimum of 100 kW.17 SCE’s and SDG&E’s minimum 11 

eligibility requirements should be reduced to be consistent with PG&E’s current 12 

requirement.  Lowering this threshold requirement will allow more medium-sized 13 

customers to participate which will expand the pool of potential participants and 14 

subsequently attract additional capacity.   15 

• Allow monthly nominations: Similar to the CBP, the BIP and AP-I should be 16 

modified to allow customers to nominate on a monthly basis their FSL (in the 17 

case of BIP) or the amount of capacity they can provide (in the case of AP-I).  18 

Many customers do not have a consistent monthly load profile throughout the 19 

year, so the rigorous BIP and AP-I penalties can sometimes discourage 20 

participation.  For instance, the loads of process-oriented or water-pumping 21 

customers will have fluctuations that vary by month or season.   22 

• Allow enrollment and unenrollment on a rolling basis: BIP and AP-I 23 

enrollment should be allowed on a rolling basis rather than once per year.  24 

Forcing customers to wait for up to a year to enroll in these programs only serves 25 

to chill interest and risks losing out on capacity that could otherwise be provided 26 

as soon as the customer meets all the program technical requirements.  This 27 

approach will be especially necessary if the Commission seeks to add new BIP 28 

and AP-I capacity in Summer 2021 because the enrollment window for these 29 

 
17 In AL 5799-E, PG&E has requested to change this minimum eligibility requirement to having 
an average 100 kW of demand during peak Time-of-Use hours in each of the last 12 months 
prior to enrolling in the program. This advice letter is pending. 
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programs was November 1-December 1, 2020.  Otherwise, new BIP and AP-I 1 

capacity cannot be added until 2022.   2 

Similarly, BIP and AP-I customers should also be allowed to unenroll on a 3 

rolling basis.  Even if the Commission adopts the monthly nomination proposal, 4 

customers that may suddenly be unable to commit to an FSL due to 5 

circumstances outside of their control will need a way to promptly exit the 6 

program rather than be subject to the severe BIP penalties.   7 

Regardless of whether the Commission adopts intra-year enrollments and 8 

un-enrollments, a special provision should be added to the BIP and AP-I tariffs 9 

that allow participants that have been directed by State authorities to remain in 10 

operation to immediately unenroll from the program without penalty.  For at least 11 

one DRP participating in the BIP, one of their customers was designated by the 12 

State as being essential due to COVID-19 and prohibited from reducing load 13 

during a BIP event.  Such a force majeure provision would likely rarely be 14 

triggered but it is necessary to avoid participants from being unfairly punished for 15 

circumstances outside their control.  16 

• Allow prohibited resources with RPS-eligible biofuels: The Commission 17 

should allow BIP participants with prohibited backup generators (“BUGs”) to 18 

participate in the program on the condition that they are powered with RPS-19 

eligible fuels (e.g., biofuels or renewable natural gas) or green hydrogen.  This 20 

could restore a significant amount of BIP that was lost when the prohibited 21 

resources policy came into effect, while remaining consistent with the State’s 22 

climate initiatives and Loading Order.  23 

 24 

VII. 25 
VII. DR COALITION’S RESPONSES TO CBP QUESTIONS 26 

4.   What would be the most effective ways to attract and retain CBP participants, 27 
while preserving or improving the programs’ contribution to grid reliability? 28 

 29 
One of the most important steps that the Commission can take to attract and 30 

retain CBP participants is to ensure their load curtailments are being fully recognized 31 

and compensated.  During the August heat event, DR customers across the state 32 
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participated with great enthusiasm and responsiveness despite being curtailed for up to 1 

five consecutive days, for up to five hours per event, which exceeded the minimum 2 

requirement of three consecutive dispatches of four-hours for RA resources.  For many 3 

DR customers operating businesses or with children at home, this was a significant 4 

sacrifice.  Unfortunately, most of these customers were not fully compensated for their 5 

performance due to shortcomings in CBP rules governing the measurement of 6 

performance and their applicability to their monthly capacity payment.  This failure will 7 

significantly dampen enthusiasm for participating in the CBP in 2021 and beyond unless 8 

measures are taken to ensure that they will be appropriately compensated should a 9 

similar heat event occur again.  To this end, the Commission should adopt the following 10 

changes: 11 

• Increase or eliminate the 40% retail day-of adjustment cap: The IOUs’ CBP 12 

caps the retail day-of adjustment at +/- 40% to calculate Demonstrated Capacity 13 

and subsequently, determine the capacity payment due to the DRP (who in turn 14 

compensates the customer).18 The sustained extreme heat event from August 15 

14-19 resulted in such high and sustained customer loads relative to their 16 

baselines that even with the day-of adjustment, curtailed customer loads were, in 17 

many instances, still greater than the adjusted baseline, despite the customer’s 18 

actions to provide significant real load curtailments to the CAISO system.  This is 19 

discussed in greater detail in Section XIII below.  On account of this, some 20 

customers received no credit for their performance during this period and 21 

therefore no compensation (in fact, some DRPs were penalized for under-22 

performance) for dispatches that should have qualified for very high energy and 23 

capacity payments.  In the short term, the Commission should either temporarily 24 

suspend the CBP day-of adjustment cap or increase the cap to 100% pending a 25 

reassessment of these issues.   26 

• Allow performance outside program hours to count for capacity payments: 27 

The Commission should also allow customers who participate outside of the 28 

program hours at the request of the CPUC, IOUs, or CAISO to use their 29 

 
18 Similarly, the DRAM pilot caps the day-of adjustment at +/- 20% for non-residential customers 
and +/- 40% for residential customers. 
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performance for capacity payments.  DRPs who dispatched their CBP and 1 

DRAM resources on August 15 at the request of the CPUC and IOUs were not 2 

compensated for their performance on this day because the CBP and DRAM 3 

rules prohibit using performance outside of their respective program hours to 4 

calculate their capacity payments.   5 

• Adopt a non-residential 5-in-10 baseline: In D.19-07-009, the IOUs were 6 

directed to perform assessments to determine, among other things, whether a 7 

residential 5-in-10 baseline with a 40% day-of adjustment would be more 8 

accurate for a residential CBP compared to a 10-in-10 baseline with a 20% 9 

adjustment cap.19 In its mid-cycle review advice letter, PG&E found that the 5-in-10 

10 baseline “performed best overall.”20 Similarly, when discussing its Residential 11 

CBP pilot, SDG&E specified that it will use a 5-in-10 baseline because it would 12 

“provide the lowest bias and better accuracy.”21 Given these positive 13 

assessments for residential customers, the Commission should direct all three 14 

IOUs to assess the accuracy of a non-residential 5-in-10 baseline with a 40% 15 

adjustment cap.  Though the Commission directed in D.19-07-009 that the retail 16 

and wholesale baselines of the IOU DR programs be aligned, if the IOUs perform 17 

this assessment and it is determined that the 5-in-10 baseline is viable for non-18 

residential customers, this analysis could be provided to the CAISO to support 19 

adding a non-residential 5-in-10 baseline to its tariff as an option for Proxy 20 

Demand Resources (“PDRs”). 21 

• Increase economic trigger: If the Commission does not direct SCE and SDG&E 22 

to adopt a CBP Elect similar to PG&E’s program (see the DR Coalition response 23 

to Question 5 below), the Commission should increase their economic triggers to 24 

avoid unnecessarily using up their monthly hours too soon in the month.  This 25 

problem is primarily experienced by CBP aggregators operating in SCE’s service 26 

area.  In its mid-cycle review advice letter, SCE cited customer fatigue due to too 27 

 
19 Decision 19-07-009, at OP 18. 
20 PG&E AL 5799-E, Attachment 1, at p. 39. 
21 SDG&E AL 3522-E, Attachment A, at p. 11. 
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many dispatches and a preference by the CBP aggregator to specify the CAISO 1 

energy market bid as the two primary reasons for lower participation.22   2 

5. For party proposals, please describe the proposed program modifications, 3 
including quantifying parameters where appropriate, and provide the rationale.  4 
Please provide an estimate for additional MWs that could result from the 5 
changes.  Similarly, if you oppose any of these changes, please explain why. 6 

 7 

The DR Coalition recommends the following modifications to the CBP: 8 

• Weekend option: The Commission should expand the CBP by adding a 9 

weekend option for an additional capacity payment.  The current program only 10 

requires participation during non-holiday weekdays which is likely reflective of the 11 

traditional expectation that reliability issues will only occur during the week.  12 

However, as the State experienced on August 15, DR resources can be helpful 13 

on the weekends as well.  Though the current CBP tariff does not include 14 

weekend events, several DRPs dispatched their CBP resources on Saturday, 15 

August 15 at the request of the IOUs.  Unfortunately, their performance was not 16 

recognized by the IOUs for the purposes of calculating their capacity payments 17 

because the program tariff did not specify this as an option.  If the CBP will be 18 

dispatched on weekends in the future, the IOUs should offer an additional 19 

payment to those customers that can perform during this time.  20 

• CBP Elect: Another improvement to the CBP that has proven attractive to DR 21 

customers in PG&E’s service area is to add a CBP Elect option.  CBP Elect 22 

allows customers, with their aggregators, to specify at what price they would like 23 

to be bid by the IOU into the CAISO market.  This option is attractive to 24 

customers because they have more control over how they are dispatched by 25 

ensuring that their respective opportunity costs are reflected in PG&E’s CAISO 26 

market bids. Ninety-nine percent of customers participating in PG&E’s CBP were 27 

enrolled in CBP Elect in 2019, so it is clear that there is significant interest in it.23 28 

According to PG&E, CBP Elect resulted in a 35% increase in active customer in 29 

 
22 SCE Advice Letter 4182-E, Attachment B, at p. B-16. 
23 PG&E AL 5799-E, Attachment 1, at p. 17. 
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its program.24 SCE and SDG&E should be directed to create their own CBP Elect 1 

programs to grow enrollment and associated capacity.  2 

• Residential CBP: PG&E’s CBP has been open to residential customers since 3 

2018.  Pursuant to D.17-12-003, SCE and SDG&E were directed to include a 4 

proposal for a residential CBP pilot program in their respective 2018-2022 DR 5 

program mid-cycle review advice letters.  In its mid-cycle review advice letter, 6 

SCE proposed to bypass the pilot stage and transition straight to a full residential 7 

CBP.25 SDG&E proposed a one-year pilot.26 The Commission should direct SCE 8 

and SDG&E to expand CBP to residential customers as quickly as possible.  This 9 

change should be implementable sometime in 2021, pending feedback from the 10 

IOUs.  11 

• Hourly Bidding Option: Under PG&E’s CBP Elect and CBP Elect +, the 12 

aggregator specifies the CAISO market bid price for each day.  Aggregators 13 

should be allowed to specify unique hourly bid prices, not only by day. This would 14 

allow aggregators to reflect on a more granular basis the hour-by-hour 15 

opportunity cost of their customers, whereas under the current rules, aggregators 16 

are forced to assign the highest hourly bid price for all hours. 17 

VIII. DR COALITION’S RESPONSES TO AC CYCLING QUESTIONS 18 

6.   Should incentives for residential air conditioner cycling be increased to limit 19 
attrition or increase enrollment?  If so, please provide the recommended 20 
incentive amount and the aggregate budget and capacity impacts of the 21 
increase.  If not, please explain why. 22 

 23 
Rather than increasing incentives for AC cycling programs, the Commission 24 

should direct PG&E to adopt a direct load control Bring-Your-Own-Device (“BYOD”) 25 

program similar to SCE’s Smart Energy Program and SDG&E’s Technology 26 

Deployment program.  PG&E’s 2018-2022 DR program mid-cycle review advice letter 27 

painted a sober picture of a program with steadily declining participation and reduced 28 

load impacts, so it is time to consider a different approach for PG&E to grow its 29 

 
24 PG&E AL 5799-E, Attachment 1, at pp. 16-17. 
25 SCE AL 4182-E, Appendix B, at p. B-18. 
26 SDG&E AL 3522, Attachment J, at pp. 12-14. 
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residential DR.27 PG&E’s adoption of a BYOD program would expand residential DR 1 

participation and may reengage some of its recently departed AC cycling program 2 

participants.  A PG&E program equivalent to the Smart Energy Program could attract 3 

more residential customers by allowing participation by customers with smart 4 

thermostats as well as other technologies such as electric water heaters, pool pumps, 5 

etc.   6 

IX. DR COALITION’S RESPONSES TO MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS 7 

7.  Explain how the deployment of smart thermostats will be integrated with 8 
existing IOU or third-party demand response programs and/or critical peak 9 
pricing rates and specify the customer segments that will be targeted. 10 

 11 
Smart thermostat incentives should be available to all residential customers, 12 

regardless of whether they are served by an IOU or community choice aggregator 13 

(“CCA”) or electric service provider (“ESP”), and regardless of whether their 14 

participation in a DR program or resource is through an IOU or DRP.  15 

The Commission should allow DRPs to manage their own rebate process and 16 

not have to use those run by the IOUs. This will not replace the flows developed and 17 

administered by the IOUs for the purposes of their own DR programs, but rather 18 

augment the pathways by which a customer, particularly a customer of a DRP, will be 19 

able to claim a rebate on their device.  As discussed in the Protest of California 20 

Efficiency + Demand Management Council, CPower, Enel X North America, Inc., and 21 

OhmConnect, Inc. to Advice Letter (ALs) 5799-E, 4182-E, and 3522-E, existing 22 

pathways by which customers are able to claim technology incentives, which are 23 

administered by the IOUs, are often confusing and onerous.28 This fact, coupled with 24 

the fact that DRPs are unable to help customers claim these incentives because they 25 

have no visibility into the IOU claims processes, leads to suboptimal consumer 26 

experience.  Allowing DRPs to control the claims flow based on the processes and 27 

messages that work best for their customers will increase the availability (and ultimately 28 

 
27 PG&E AL 5799-E, Attachment 1, at p. 5. 
28 Protest of California Efficiency + Demand Management Council, CPower, Enel X North 
America, Inc., and OhmConnect, Inc. to Advice Letter (ALs) 5799-E, 4182-E, and 3522-E 
(Demand Response 2018-2022 Mid-Cycle Review), May 5, 2020, at p. 4, pp. 11-12, and pp. 13-
14. 
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the uptake) of smart thermostats by avoiding the substantial delays that customers 1 

currently encounter using the existing processes.  The DR Coalition proposes the 2 

following steps to enable third-party facilitation of the rebates: 3 

1. The DRP markets and provides the rebate up-front to customers, in a manner 4 

that the DRP deems to be the most effective. 5 

2. The DRP applies for reimbursement from the IOU for the value of the 6 

administered rebate(s). 7 

3. The DRP provides the necessary verification data to the IOU, including 8 

identifying information (such as service account number) and confirmation of device 9 

connection. 10 

4. Upon verification, the IOU delivers reimbursement payment within 30 days 11 

directly to the third-party. 12 

In this model, the DRP would be fully responsible for collecting and submitting to 13 

the IOU sufficient information about each customer purchase.  The DRP would also 14 

take on the full financial risk of not being reimbursed for a particular purchase if 15 

sufficient information is not provided by the customer for any reason or connection does 16 

not occur.  The IOU would reimburse the DRP for the value of the rebate only if all 17 

necessary information is collected and provided in accordance with IOU terms and 18 

conditions.  This process has many precedents, including the SDG&E EE rebate 19 

program, in which third-party vendors are able to offer a rebate as an upfront discount, 20 

that is then reimbursed by SDG&E.  This approach was also used extensively by solar 21 

installers through the California Solar Initiative. 22 

8.  Provide the number of smart thermostats that could be deployed in time for 23 
summer 2021, the amount of the rebate, the total budget, and the method of 24 
cost recovery. Provide an explanation for the rebate amount. 25 

 26 

To rapidly expand the number of smart thermostats enrolled in demand response 27 

programs, the Commission should create a pilot program that temporarily increases the 28 

enrollment incentive for smart thermostats in 2021.  It should also consider authorizing 29 

the ability to renew and extend this pilot in subsequent years based on program 30 
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performance.  The DR Coalition recommends the following 2021 seasonal smart 1 

thermostat incentives as part of this pilot for new devices as well as existing devices 2 

that have yet to be enrolled in DR programs: 3 

• Provide free thermostats to customers (up to $130 in value), provided a 4 

customer pre-enrolls in an existing third-party or IOU DR program. 5 

• Create a $130 limited-time additional incentive for customers who enroll 6 

existing thermostats in a third-party or IOU DR program. 7 

 8 

The DR Coalition proposes that, with enrollment rebates of $130/device, and an 9 

enrollment window of April-September, approximately 100,000 smart thermostats could 10 

be enrolled through this program with a target of approximately one-third of devices 11 

going to low- to moderate -income customers and Disadvantaged Communities.  This 12 

target assumes that an aggressive marketing campaign would be deployed by third-13 

party DRPs and that all residential IOU DR programs would be eligible for participating 14 

customers.  The DR Coalition anticipate that, of the 100,000 new customers enrolled in 15 

thermostat DR programs, approximately 10% will be in SDG&E’s service area, 45% will 16 

be in PG&E’s service area, and 45% will be in SCE’s service area.  17 

Pre-enrollment is defined here as the device being obtained by the customer for 18 

the express purpose of participating in a third-party or IOU DR program.  This 19 

enrollment will be validated as part of the rebate process described in the previous 20 

section.  This incentive design is modeled after existing programs that offer free 21 

thermostats in exchange for pre-enrollment in DR programs, including Arizona Public 22 

Service29 and Consumers Energy in Michigan, which provided a free thermostat 23 

incentive to 100,000 customers.30  The $130 incentive is also consistent with the Los 24 

Angeles Department of Water and Power’s (“LADWP”) $125 incentive for smart 25 

thermostat enrollment in its Power Savers Program.31 26 

 
29 See APS online marketplace: https://marketplace.aps.com/free-thermostat/ 
30 “Google, Uplight Join Partnership to Help Residents Save Energy, Money”, May 2020: 
https://www.consumersenergy.com/news-releases/news-release-details/2020/05/19/consumers-
energy-providing-100k-google-nest-thermostats-to-michigan-households-during-pandemic  
31 See LADWP Power Savers Program: https://enrollmythermostat.com/ladwp/  

https://www.consumersenergy.com/news-releases/news-release-details/2020/05/19/consumers-energy-providing-100k-google-nest-thermostats-to-michigan-households-during-pandemic
https://www.consumersenergy.com/news-releases/news-release-details/2020/05/19/consumers-energy-providing-100k-google-nest-thermostats-to-michigan-households-during-pandemic
https://enrollmythermostat.com/ladwp/
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 In the DR Coalition’s experience, the ability to offer a free thermostat to 1 

customers, when combined with public marketing campaigns, has the potential to 2 

increase smart thermostat enrollments by 15- to 30-times during the campaign window.  3 

The $130/device incentives augment existing programs offered by SDG&E and 4 

SCE.  For example, the $130/device represents an $80 increase over SDG&E’s current 5 

$50 enrollment incentive32, and a $55 increase over SCE’s current $75 enrollment 6 

incentive33.  PG&E does not have a directly comparable existing program incentive, so 7 

they would need to establish a new reimbursement program for the pilot.  PG&E has 8 

offered a similar combined incentive of $120 for customers who purchase a smart 9 

thermostat and then enroll it in a Time-of-Use rate,34 but it is assumed that this budget 10 

would not be allocated for this initiative. 11 

Given the enrollment and location assumptions defined above, the DR Coalition 12 

proposes an annual budget cap of $10,125,000 for 2021 with the ability to renew and 13 

extend to subsequent years based on performance.  This request includes $1M to be 14 

allocated for administrative overhead to facilitate the expedited processing of third-party 15 

rebates. To the extent that the IOUs need additional budget to ensure adequate 16 

administrative capacity, the DR Coalition is supportive of additional funding in this 17 

category.  The remaining $9,125,000 of the pilot budget, or approximately 90% of the 18 

budget, would be allocated directly towards rebates.  Because the DRPs would be 19 

responsible for marketing the incentives to their customers, no additional budget for 20 

marketing would be necessary. 21 

This total incremental budget request of $10,125,000 for this pilot to bring up to 22 

58 MW of additional clean capacity online for summer 2021 is a fraction of the cost of 23 

other comparable resources, such as the McGrath Natural Gas Peaker Plant, which 24 

cost $64 million to build in 2012, requires $5 million in annual maintenance, and has a 25 

 
32 See SDG&E AC Saver Incentives: https://www.sdge.com/residential/savings-center/energy-
saving-programs/reduce-your-use/reduce-your-use-thermostat  
33 See SCE’s smart thermostat savings: https://pages.email.sce.com/SCESmartBonus/- 
34 See PGE Smart Thermostat incentives: https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/save-energy-
money/savings-solutions-and-rebates/rebates-by-product/smart-thermostats/smart-
thermostats.page  

https://www.sdge.com/residential/savings-center/energy-saving-programs/reduce-your-use/reduce-your-use-thermostat
https://www.sdge.com/residential/savings-center/energy-saving-programs/reduce-your-use/reduce-your-use-thermostat
https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/save-energy-money/savings-solutions-and-rebates/rebates-by-product/smart-thermostats/smart-thermostats.page
https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/save-energy-money/savings-solutions-and-rebates/rebates-by-product/smart-thermostats/smart-thermostats.page
https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/save-energy-money/savings-solutions-and-rebates/rebates-by-product/smart-thermostats/smart-thermostats.page
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capacity 45 MW,35  and the AltaGas Pomona Storage facility, which cost $40-$45 million 1 

to build in 2016 and has a capacity of 40 MW.36 2 

9. Estimate the additional amount of MWs that could be reasonably anticipated 3 
from the proposal. Please explain how the estimate was calculated.  4 

 5 

Based on the above assumptions and an estimated 0.58 kW/device, an 6 

estimated 58 MW can be provided. This estimated capacity value is separate from the 7 

EE savings that deploying these devices in market would provide.  The 0.58 kW/device 8 

impact represents an average between SCE's 2018 and 2019 RA window average for 9 

smart thermostats as part of their Smart Energy Program.37  10 

X. DR COALITION’S RESPONSES TO PDR IN CAISO MARKETS 11 
QUESTIONS 12 

10. For PDR resources that are procured for Resource Adequacy (IOU, DRAM and 13 
third-party non-DRAM PDR resources) and are able to dispatch only in 14 
response to CAISO Day-Ahead Market awards, should the CPUC adopt a bid 15 
price cap for these resources bidding in the CAISO Day-Ahead market for the 16 
purpose of increasing the probability of these resources being utilized and 17 
dispatched during periods of grid stress experienced in Real-Time Market? If 18 
so, what should that bid price cap be set at and why? 19 

 20 

The Commission should not adopt a CAISO energy market bid price cap for 21 

DR programs and resources.  DR resource energy market bids reflect the 22 

opportunity costs of the underlying customers, so if the Commission reduces the bid 23 

cap, those customers whose opportunity cost is greater than the new bid price cap 24 

will unenroll from their programs and valuable capacity will be lost.   25 

Presumably, periods of grid stress will be reflected in high energy market 26 

prices which will lead to the dispatch of higher cost resources.  Before adopting a bid 27 

 
35 Ventura County Star, 7/13/2012, http://archive.vcstar.com/news/mcgrath-peaker-plant-takes-
shape-in-oxnard-ep-363369006-
352031391.html#:~:text=The%20McGrath%20project%20is%20costing,million%20to%20build%
2C%20Phelan%C3%82%20said  
36 Altagas News Release, 8/16/16, https://www.altagas.ca/newsroom/news-releases/altagas-
awarded-10-year-contract-provide-battery-storage-
pomona#:~:text=The%20Project%20is%20expected%20to,adequacy%20from%20energy%20st
orage%20units  
37 Southern California Edison Smart Energy Program: 2019 Load Impact Evaluation, Slide 12: 
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=6442464902 

http://archive.vcstar.com/news/mcgrath-peaker-plant-takes-shape-in-oxnard-ep-363369006-352031391.html#:~:text=The%20McGrath%20project%20is%20costing,million%20to%20build%2C%20Phelan%C3%82%20said
http://archive.vcstar.com/news/mcgrath-peaker-plant-takes-shape-in-oxnard-ep-363369006-352031391.html#:~:text=The%20McGrath%20project%20is%20costing,million%20to%20build%2C%20Phelan%C3%82%20said
http://archive.vcstar.com/news/mcgrath-peaker-plant-takes-shape-in-oxnard-ep-363369006-352031391.html#:~:text=The%20McGrath%20project%20is%20costing,million%20to%20build%2C%20Phelan%C3%82%20said
http://archive.vcstar.com/news/mcgrath-peaker-plant-takes-shape-in-oxnard-ep-363369006-352031391.html#:~:text=The%20McGrath%20project%20is%20costing,million%20to%20build%2C%20Phelan%C3%82%20said
https://www.altagas.ca/newsroom/news-releases/altagas-awarded-10-year-contract-provide-battery-storage-pomona#:~:text=The%20Project%20is%20expected%20to,adequacy%20from%20energy%20storage%20units
https://www.altagas.ca/newsroom/news-releases/altagas-awarded-10-year-contract-provide-battery-storage-pomona#:~:text=The%20Project%20is%20expected%20to,adequacy%20from%20energy%20storage%20units
https://www.altagas.ca/newsroom/news-releases/altagas-awarded-10-year-contract-provide-battery-storage-pomona#:~:text=The%20Project%20is%20expected%20to,adequacy%20from%20energy%20storage%20units
https://www.altagas.ca/newsroom/news-releases/altagas-awarded-10-year-contract-provide-battery-storage-pomona#:~:text=The%20Project%20is%20expected%20to,adequacy%20from%20energy%20storage%20units
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=6442464902
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price cap, the Commission and CAISO should first consider whether energy market 1 

prices during the August heat event were consistent with what would be expected 2 

given that supplies were so tight as to require involuntary load curtailments.  In 3 

addition, the CPUC and CAISO should investigate CAISO market awards to ensure 4 

that PDRs were appropriately awarded based on market prices.  For at least one 5 

DRP, some of its PDRs were not awarded in the market during the August heat 6 

event despite energy market prices exceeded the PDRs’ bids. 7 

11. What are the potential positive and negative consequences of the Day-Ahead 8 
market bid price cap? 9 

 10 

Please refer to the response above. 11 

 12 
XI. DR COALITION’S RESPONSES TO DR PERFORMANCE 13 

IMPROVEMENTS QUESTIONS 14 

12. Based on preliminary settlement data received by the CPUC, demand 15 
response resources (IOU and third-party operated) did not always deliver up to 16 
their commitments during the 2020 heat waves. This information will be made 17 
public in the Final Root Cause Analysis on the August 14 and 15 rotating 18 
outages that is anticipated to issue before end of 2020. Please provide: 19 

 20 
A. Reasons for the results.  21 

It is not possible to respond to the preliminary settlement data cited in this 22 

question because, as the question indicates, it will only be made public in the Final Root 23 

Cause Analysis which has yet been released.  Furthermore, the preliminary analysis on 24 

DR performance in Section B.2.3.2 of the Preliminary Root Cause Analysis is extremely 25 

high level and difficult to respond to with any specificity.  Figures B.20 and B.21 appear 26 

to incorrectly compare PDR and RDRR market performance to the aggregate RA value 27 

of DR programs and resources.  This is like comparing apples to oranges because it 28 

appears to reflect a presumption that all DR RA resources were actually scheduled on 29 

August 14 and 15 when that was not the case.  In fact, many DRPs had bids that were 30 

not accepted in the DAM.  Also, as explained above, one DRP whose bids were not 31 

scheduled despite being lower than the market clearing price, has been unsuccessful in 32 

gaining an explanation from the CAISO about why those bids were not accepted.  33 

Therefore, these two figures are completely inconclusive because they do not reflect the 34 
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amount of DR that was bid into or scheduled in the CAISO market.  A more accurate 1 

depiction of DR performance would be to examine the amount of DR bid into the market 2 

relative to RA value, and compare the performance of resources that were actually 3 

dispatched relative to their respective schedules.  Furthermore, a more in-depth study 4 

needs to be done into why some PDRs were dispatched and some were not despite 5 

energy prices exceeding bid prices. 6 

Before rushing to judgment on DR performance during the August heat event, 7 

the Commission should consider several important factors that may have impacted the 8 

amount of DR that was dispatched: 9 

• Not all programs are available on weekends: BIP and AP-I are available all days 10 

of the week, but neither CBP nor DRAM resources are required to be available on 11 

weekends.  Many DRPs dispatched their CBP and DRAM resources over the 12 

weekend to support grid reliability at the request of the IOUs but it is not clear if all 13 

DRPs did this. 14 

• Dispatches on several consecutive days cause opportunity costs to increase: 15 

As DR customers are dispatched over several consecutive days, their opportunity 16 

costs increase; some programs are DAM only. 17 

 18 

The DR Coalition expects, once the Final Root Cause Analysis is released, 19 

measured DR resource performance will be understated because the CAISO’s 20% 20 

day-of adjustment cap for non-residential customers and 40% for residential customers 21 

is not sufficiently high to accurately reflect a customer’s baseline during extreme heat 22 

events.  This was very apparent to DRPs shortly after the August heat event so the 23 

Council, CPower, Enel, Leap, OhmConnect, and Olivine sought to inform the 24 

Commission and CAISO of this serious problem in the hope of getting a waiver on the 25 

day-of adjustment cap for the August 14-19 period.  All correspondence on this matter 26 

was shared with Energy Division DR staff.  27 

As some background, the amount of load curtailed by customers participating in 28 

DR programs during a DR event is generally determined by comparing a customer’s 29 

actual load during the DR event to a baseline load level that is meant to approximate 30 

what the customer’s load would have otherwise been absent the DR event.  To ensure 31 
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that the customer’s baseline reflects the conditions during the DR event, its baseline is 1 

derived by taking the average load for each corresponding hour over prior “similar” days 2 

prior to the event, with the option of a “day-of adjustment.”  A “similar” day typically 3 

consists of the same type of day when no DR event occurred, which is most commonly 4 

a non-holiday weekday, because DR events are most prevalent on non-holiday 5 

weekdays.38 6 

The day-of adjustment is designed to adjust the baseline to account for 7 

differences in overall load on the day of a DR event compared to the prior “similar” days 8 

and is calculated as the ratio of a) the average load preceding and/or following the DR 9 

event to b) the average load of the corresponding hours from the prior similar days. A 10 

day-of adjustment to the customer’s baseline is appropriate if the customer’s load 11 

immediately preceding and/or following the DR event is significantly greater than the 12 

corresponding hours that form the baseline during the prior “similar” days.  In practical 13 

terms, this typically occurs when temperatures on the day of the DR event are 14 

significantly higher than the “similar” days that serve as the basis for the customer’s 15 

baseline.39 16 

This adjustment, however, is capped at +/- 20% (for commercial and industrial 17 

customers) and +/-40% (for residential customers).  During sudden and intense heat 18 

storms such as the one that happened in August of 2020, even a 40% adjustment may 19 

be too low.  Put another way, a customer’s load on the day of such an event is, on 20 

average, more that 40% greater than their load during the “similar” days that form their 21 

baseline. In such an instance, even if customers show reductions during a DR event, 22 

their overall energy usage would still be higher than their calculated baseline, giving the 23 

appearance that they did not reduce load at all. 24 

On September 1, the parties sent a letter to the Commission’s Executive Director 25 

bringing attention to this fact and requesting a retroactive waiver of the 40% retail day-of 26 

adjustment cap for the CBP and DRAM resources because customer baselines during 27 

the August 14-19 period were often higher than their curtailed load.  In effect, the retail 28 

 
38 The CAISO DR Baseline methodologies are defined in Section 4.13.4 of its Tariff. 
39 The day-of adjustment can also be used to reduce a DR customer’s baseline if the customer’s 
load is unusually low in the hours prior to an event.  
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baselines created the appearance that DR participants increased their load during DR 1 

events when they were, in fact, reducing load.  This letter is attached as Appendix 1  In 2 

an October 2 response, the Acting Executive Director rejected the waiver request on the 3 

grounds that a retroactive waiver would require formal CPUC action.  Since then, 4 

Energy Division staff have requested data from the August and September heat events 5 

from several DRPs but it is unclear to what extent the day-of adjustment cap has been 6 

investigated.  7 

The Council and DRP members described above sent a similar letter to the 8 

CAISO on September 11 requesting the CAISO to submit a tariff waiver request of its 9 

wholesale 20% day-of adjustment cap for the August and September heat events.  This 10 

letter is attached as Appendix 2.  A subsequent call was convened with the CAISO staff 11 

who declined to pursue the requested relief.  Once final Revenue Quality Meter Data 12 

(RQMD) for the August and September dispatches are available from the IOUs, the 13 

Commission should consider performing an analysis using DRP customer data during 14 

the August and September heat storms and non-participating customer data as a 15 

control group to examine uncapped performance relative to capped performance to 16 

determine the magnitude of this problem.       17 

 18 

B. Solutions that address the reason you provide. 19 

The Commission and the CAISO must suspend the retail and wholesale day-of 20 

adjustment caps going forward until they can be properly reassessed.  Failure to do this 21 

would risk causing many of the DR participants who were not compensated for their 22 

load curtailments during the August and September heat events to unenroll from their 23 

DR program.  In addition, the Commission must approve a retroactive waiver of the day-24 

of adjustment cap for the August 14-19 and September 5-6 periods so that customers 25 

and DR aggregators can be fairly and rightfully compensated for their performance. 26 

XII. DR COALITION’S RESPONSES TO COST-EFFECTIVENESS 27 
QUESTIONS 28 

13. IOU DR programs are required to demonstrate cost-effectiveness using the 29 
methods described in the Demand Response Cost-Effectiveness Protocols. 30 
Considering the acute reliability needs being considered in this proceeding, 31 
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should the CPUC waive cost-effectiveness analyses and requirements for any 1 
DR program changes that might be ordered in this proceeding? Please 2 
provide a rationale for your position.  3 

 4 
If the purpose of this proceeding is to ensure no blackouts occur in 2021 and 5 

2022, then it would appear that the administratively-determined DR cost-effectiveness 6 

requirement is a lower priority.  Otherwise, the Commission will have limited flexibility to 7 

adopt DR program changes to drive greater DR participation.  In fact, the Commission 8 

should suspend DR cost-effectiveness requirements until it adopts unified cost-9 

effectiveness protocols in R.14-10-003. 10 

 11 
XIII. DR COALITION’S RESPONSES TO MARKETING & OUTREACH 12 

QUESTIONS 13 

14. Some parties recommend expanding eligibility requirements and increased 14 
marketing for existing demand response programs. For any such proposals, 15 
please provide the following: 16 

 17 
a. The specific program or rate, and how the eligibility requirements 18 

would change. 19 
 20 

The DR Coalition proposes expanded BIP and CBP eligibility requirements in 21 

Section VIII, Question 3 and Section IX, Question 5, respectively.  SCE and SDG&E 22 

should revise the BIP minimum load eligibility criterion to match PG&E’s, which is a 23 

peak monthly demand of at least 100 kW in at least one of the 12 prior months.  In 24 

addition, SCE and SDG&E should be directed to expand CBP to residential customers.   25 

 26 
b. A rationale explaining how the new eligibility requirement would lead 27 

to increased demand response MWs, an estimate of the amount of 28 
enrollment growth that could occur, and the DR MWs associated with 29 
the customer growth. 30 
 31 

As discussed in greater detail in the opening section of this testimony, it would be 32 

extremely difficult to estimate the incremental amount of capacity that would result from 33 

these eligibility expansions with any degree of accuracy.     34 

 35 

 36 
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c. An estimated budget for any additional costs associated with 1 
communicating new eligibility requirements to potential customers 2 
(e.g., more customer outreach), as well as a method of cost recovery. 3 
 4 

The Council proposes no specific budget, but the funding can be taken from the 5 

IOUs’ DR program budgets.   6 

XIV. 7 
CONCLUSION 8 

 9 
The DR Coalition appreciates the opportunity to offer our comments and 10 

suggestions for the Emergency Reliability OIR and the resulting actions that that will 11 

take place over the next two years.  While we acknowledge that many of our 12 

suggestions and requests will require significant modification to approaches and 13 

methods that have been established by the Commission for DR and EE programs under 14 

a myriad of proceedings, we believe they can all be feasibility addressed and are 15 

urgently needed.  DR and EE play a vital role in addressing California’s urgent needs 16 

arising from climate change policies.  We urge the Commission to act swiftly to adopt 17 

our suggestions and put DR and EE back on track to once again be a major contributor 18 

during these critical times. 19 

 20 

 21 
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS OF GREG WIKLER 
 
Q1  Please state your name and business address. 
 
A1  My name is Greg Wikler and my business address is 1111 Broadway, Suite 300, 

Oakland, CA 94607.  The offices of the California Efficiency + Demand 

Management Council are located at the same address. 

 
Q2  Briefly describe your present employment.  
 
A2  I am the Council’s Executive Director.  In that role, I oversee the day-to-day 

operations of the Council leading staff, managing Board activities, and 

connecting with members. I also direct the Council’s regulatory advocacy efforts.  

My detailed resume is attached. 

 
Q3  Please summarize your professional and educational background. 
 
A3 My expertise in California’s clean energy industry spans more than three 

decades.  Furthermore, I have supported California’s demand response (DR) 

industry in a wide variety of roles, including: applied research; technology 

assessment; market potential and goalsetting studies; program design, 

implementation, and evaluation; and regulatory support.  My experience in 

California DR dates back to the 2001 energy crisis where I led a team to 

implement a third-party DR program for the California Energy Commission.  A 

few years later during the 2006 energy crisis, I was invited by state leaders and 

researchers from the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) to develop 

California’s first-ever automated demand response programs. These efforts 

ultimately led to the development of the OpenADR communication standards.  In 

2011, I joined DR aggregator EnerNOC as director of regulatory affairs.  In that 

role, I contributed to EnerNOC’s California’s DR program implementation efforts.  

In 2014, I joined Navigant Consulting as Managing Director where I directed a 

number of DR program evaluation studies for Southern California Edison and 

LADWP.  I also advised LBNL through all phases of their ongoing statewide DR 

potential studies.  In mid-2019, I accepted the position of Executive Director for 
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the California Efficiency + Demand Management Council.  Among my many 

duties, I direct all of our DR regulatory and legislative advocacy efforts.  I 

received my Bachelor’s degree in Energy Economics from the University of 

California at Davis and my Master’s degrees in Economics and Urban Planning 

from the University of Oregon. 

 
Q4  Have you previously testified on behalf of the DR Coalition or the California 

Efficiency + Demand Management Council, before the California Public Utilities 
Commission? 

 
A4  No. 

 
Q5  What is the purpose of your testimony? 
 
A5   The purpose of my testimony is to is to jointly sponsor, with DR Coalition’s 

witnesses John Anderson and Aaron Berndt, Exhibit DR Coalition-01, the 

Opening Prepared Testimony of the DR Coalition in R.20-11-003 (Emergency 

Reliability).     

Q6   Was Exhibit DR Coalition-01 prepared by you or under your supervision jointly 
with John Anderson and Aaron Berndt? 

 
A6   Yes. 
 
Q7   Are the statements made in your testimony true and correct to the best of your 

knowledge and belief? 
 
A7   Yes. 
 
Q8 To the extent that Exhibit DR Coalition-01 contains expressions of opinion, do 

they represent your best professional judgment? 

A8  Yes. 
 
Q9   Do you adopt Exhibit DR Coalition-01 as your sworn testimony in R.20-11-003 

(Emergency Reliability)? 
 
A9  Yes. 
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Q8   Does this conclude your statement of qualifications? 
 
A8   Yes, it does. 
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Gregory A. Wikler 
1111 Broadway, Suite 300 Email: gwikler@cedmc.org 

Oakland, CA 94607 Mobile: 925-286-1710 
 
Professional Summary 

Greg Wikler has nearly 35 years of work experience advancing energy 
programs including demand-side management (DSM) resources, energy 
efficiency (EE), demand response (DR), distributed generation (DG) and 
Smart Grid programs for the electric and gas industries. 

In addition to his program work, Greg has conducted national, regional and utility-specific demand-
side management (DSM) market potential and load forecasting studies, technology assessments, 
integrated demand-side resource program designs, economic assessments and evaluation studies.  

Over the years, Greg has directed dozens of DSM and Smart Grid Market Assessment Studies.  His 
leadership in the industry also included developing guidebooks for EPRI on DSM potential methods 
and approaches and conducting various trainings on these topics.  He has developed a number of 
Smart Grid potential models and tools over that timeframe that have resulted in advancing policies 
and programs that promote Smart Grid initiatives. 

He is currently directing a distributed energy resource (DER) potential studies for Consolidated 
Edison of New York and the California Public Utility Commission.  He recently completed 
assessments of targeted DER potentials for SaskPower, Puget Sound Energy, and Hawaiian Electric.  
He also provides support on DER market assessments and Smart Grid programs for the 
governments of South Korea, Thailand and Saudi Arabia.  In the past, Greg pioneered the 
development of California’s AutoDR industry and the subsequent OpenADR standards. 

Greg is involved in various Smart Grid policy initiatives in California and other US states through a 
number of projects, providing leadership and insights on new legislation (e.g., SB350 in California), 
new methods for measurement and verification, market design improvements, cost-effectiveness 
approaches, and identification of new areas for market potentials.  Further, he has either led or has 
had significant involvement in stakeholder processes related to demand-side management and Smart 
Grid program development efforts in several US states, including California, Colorado, Hawaii, 
Pennsylvania, Missouri, Iowa, and Washington. 

 

Areas of Expertise 

• Regulatory policy analysis and support: Implementation of legislative mandates, analysis of 
policy initiatives, expert testimony, stakeholder management and advocacy 

• Market analysis and strategic planning: Potential studies for all distributed energy resources: 
EE, DR, distributed solar, combined heat and power; program design; IRP; Smart Grid 

• Technology and market assessments of new products and services: Emerging technology 
review, analysis of market opportunities, assessment of hard-to-reach markets, DER analysis 

• Economic and cost-benefit analysis: Input development (impacts, costs, lifetimes), cost-
effectiveness model development and analysis, strategic assessment  

• End-use data and engineering analysis: Survey research, engineering simulation, load shape 
analysis, end-use technology characterization, impact and process evaluations 
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Recent Professional Experience 

Executive Director, California Efficiency + Demand Management Council, Oakland CA (2019-
Present) 

Responsible for the day-to-day operations of the Council leading staff, managing Board activities, and 
connecting with members. In this capacity, the following activities are included: 

• Supervises the Council’s two staff members and four part-time consultants on various activities 
related to the organization’s operations  

• Manages the 16-member Board of Directors 

• Leads all Council regulatory activities and engagements at the California Public Utilities 
Commission, the California Independent System Operator, and the California Energy 
Commission. 

• Leads all Council legislative activities and interactions with the legislature and Governor’s Office. 

• Collaborates with industry partners including high-ranking officials at California’s four investor-
owned utilities, stakeholder groups, and other influential actors in the California clean energy 
space. 

Managing Director, Navigant Consulting, San Francisco CA (2014-2019) 

Led numerous Consulting Engagements and Managed dozens of consulting staff on topics 
including: 

• EE, DR and DER Market Potential Studies for California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), 
Southern California Edison (SCE), LADWP, Salt River Project, Entergy New Orleans, Arkansas 
utilities, Xcel Energy, PSE Energy, Con Edison, SaskPower, Hawaiian Electric, National Grid, 
Orange and Rockland, and Eversource  

• Market Characterization Assessments for SCE, Con Edison, Xcel Energy and Orange and 
Rockland  

• EE Policy Implementation for California Energy Commission (SB350 2018-19), Con Edison 
(NYNE 2018-19), and Arkansas utilities (PWC 2014-15) 

• EE and DR EM&V Studies for CPUC, PG&E and SCE 

Director of Regulatory Affairs, EnerNOC, Walnut Creek CA (2011-2014)  

Addressed DR, EE and smart-grid issues in Regulatory Venues throughout the US, including: 

• Led industry collaboration in California on EE program design and process reforms for 
upcoming regulatory cycles  

• Engaged with policymakers and researchers to develop comprehensive frameworks for 
measuring savings associated with non-equipment EE measures including operational efficiency 
and strategic energy management programs 

• Supported positions to advance automated technology approaches for DR program 
implementation 

Vice President/Senior Research Officer, Global Energy Partners, Walnut Creek CA (2000-2010)  

Conducted Applied Research Studies and Program Implementation Support, including: 

• For the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and the Edison Electric Institute, developed 
national estimates of energy efficiency potential 

• For the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), conducted an analysis of demand 
response potential for the U.S. as a whole and for each of the 50 states  
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• For Philadelphia Electric Company, led a multidisciplinary team that developed PECO’s Energy 
Efficiency and Conservation Plan as required according to Pennsylvania Act 129  

• For Consolidated Edison of New York, directed a series of studies that evaluated end-use energy 
consumption and energy efficiency potentials 

• For NV Energy, assessed the feasibility of DR programs targeted to commercial and industrial 
customers in southern Nevada  

• For PG&E and SCE, directed the turnkey implementation of Automated Demand Response (Auto-
DR) Programs  

 

Work History 

Executive Director, California Efficiency + Demand management Council, 
Oakland CA 
Managing Director, Navigant Consulting, San Francisco CA 

 

2019 – Present 

2014 – 2019 

Director, EnerNOC, Walnut Creek CA  2011 – 2014  
Vice President, Global Energy Partners, Walnut Creek CA  2000 – 2010  
International Advisor, Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT), 
Bangkok Thailand 1999 – 2000 

Vice President, NEOS Corporation, Lafayette CA 1995 – 1999 
Project Director, Barakat & Chamberlin, Oakland CA 1989 – 1995 
Senior Economist, ADM Associates, Sacramento CA 1987 – 1989 
Graduate Researcher, Univ. of Oregon Bureau of Governmental Research & 
Service, Eugene OR  1985 – 1987 

Research Associate, National Economic Research Associates (NERA), Los 
Angeles CA 
 

1983 – 1985 

Leadership Positions 

  Director, Association of Energy Services Professionals 2011-2020 (www.AESP.org)  

  Director, California Efficiency + Demand Management Council 2009-2019 (www.CEDMC.org) 

Education  

Master of Science, Economics  University of Oregon 

Master of Urban Planning University of Oregon 

Bachelor of Science, Energy Economics University of California at Davis 

Selected Expert Testimony  

• New Orleans City Council Utility, Cable, Telecommunications and Technology Committee on 
behalf of Entergy New Orleans (Docket No. UD-17-03). September 2017 

• Nevada Public Utilities Commission on behalf of EnerNOC (Dockets 13-07002 and 12-06053). 
October 2012 and October 2013 

• Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission on behalf of Philadelphia Electric Company (Docket No. 
M-2009-2093215). July 2009 

http://www.aesp.org/
http://www.cedmc.org/
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• Minnesota Public Utilities Commission on behalf of Otter Tail Power, Missouri River Energy 
Services, Heartland Power, and Central Minnesota Municipal Power Agency (Docket No. TR-05-
1275). January 2008 

• Hawaii Public Utilities Commission on behalf of Hawaiian Electric Company (Docket No. 05-
0069). August 2006 

 

Selected Publications  

• “Integrated Demand-Side Management Programs.” AESP Magazine, July 2019 (forthcoming) 

• “Are Non-Wires Solutions the Next Big Thing and If So What Does that Mean for our 
Businesses?” AESP Magazine, July 2018 

• “Intersection of DER, Energy Efficiency DR: Three Initiatives that Fit and Complement.” Public 
Utilities Fortnightly, October 2016 

• “When Two Roads Meet: The Intersection of EE/DR and Distributed Energy Resources.” AESP 
Magazine, August 2016 

• “Managing and Integrating DR in a Clean Energy Grid: The Hawaii Case Study.” Presentation at 
Peak Load Management Alliance conference, San Francisco, CA, April 2016 

• “Study of Demand Response for Short-term and Long-term Power Crisis of Thailand.” 
Presentation at DR World conference, Orange County, CA, October 2015 

• "Behind the Curtain: The Relationship between Behaviour and Operational Savings." 
Presentation at the 9th Annual Behaviour, Energy and Climate Change (BECC) conference, 
Sacramento, October 2015 

• "Developing a Data-Driven National Development Plan for Combined Heat and Power in Saudi 
Arabia." With Ahmad Faruqui, Turki Al-Shehri, Jurgen Weiss, Ryan Hledik, Keith Downes, and 
Amjad Alkam. Proceedings of the ACEEE Summer Study in Energy Efficiency in Industry, August 
2015 

• "Accessing the Potential for an EE Resource Standard to Achieve 2030 Statewide Efficiency 
Goals." Presentation and expert panellist for Inter-agency Workshop on California's 2030 
Efficiency Goals. IEPR Workshop, Sacramento, July 2015 

• "Demand Response is Alive and Well: DR Opportunities in a Post-Order 745 World." With Stuart 
Schare and Brett Feldman. Electricity Policy.com, October 2014 

• "Using More Energy Can Be a Good Thing: C&I Loads as a Balancing Resource for Intermittent 
Renewable Energy." With Christopher Ashley and Leigh Holmes. Proceedings of the ACEEE 
Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Industry, August 2013 

• "The Role of Regulatory Changes, Market Expansion, and Technologies to make Demand 
Response a Viable Resource in Meeting Energy Challenges: Experiences in Select Countries." 
With Bo Shen, Girish Ghatikar, Zeng Lei Jinkai Li and Phil Martin. Proceedings of the 
International Conference on Applied Energy ICAE 2013, July 2013 

• "Energy Efficiency: Towards the End of Demand Growth." Contributing author with Fereidoon 
Sioshansi and Ahmad Faruqui for Chapter 1: Will Energy Efficiency Make a Difference." ISBN: 
9780123978790. February 2013 

• "Managing Electrical Demand through Difficult Periods: California's Experience with Demand 
Response." With Debyani Ghosh. Revue de l'Energie, No. 593. January/February 2010 
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS OF JOHN ANDERSON 
 
Q1  Please state your name and business address. 
 
A1  My name is John Anderson, and my business address is 610 16th St, Suite M20, 

Oakland, CA 94612. 

 
Q2  Briefly describe your present employment.  
 
A2  I am Director of Energy Markets at OhmConnect, Inc., where I have worked since 

March 2015. I lead the company’s efforts on CPUC regulatory proceedings and 

CAISO stakeholder initiatives. I also oversee the company’s day-to-day 

operations in the CAISO’s wholesale energy market. 

 
Q3  Please summarize your professional and educational background. 
 
A3 Before joining OhmConnect, I was Senior Market Design Analyst at PG&E, 

where I worked on CAISO and FERC wholesale electric market design, analysis, 

and strategy from July 2013 to March 2015. Prior to PG&E, I worked at Stanford 

University as a research and teaching assistant to Prof. Frank A. Wolak, former 

chairman of the CAISO’s Market Surveillance Committee. My educational 

qualifications include a Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics from the University 

of Calgary, a Master of Philosophy degree in Economics from the University of 

Oxford, and a Doctor of Philosophy degree in Economics from Stanford 

University. 

 
Q4  Have you previously testified on behalf of the DR Coalition or OhmConnect 

before the California Public Utilities Commission? 
 
A4  Yes. 

Q5  What is the purpose of your testimony? 
 
A5   The purpose of my testimony is to is to jointly sponsor, with DR Coalition’s 

witnesses Greg Wikler and Aaron Berndt, Exhibit DR Coalition-01, the Opening 

Prepared Testimony of the DR Coalition in R.20-11-003 (Emergency Reliability).     
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Q6   Was Exhibit DR Coalition-01 prepared by you or under your supervision jointly 
with Greg Wikler and Aaron Berndt? 

 
A6   Yes. 
 
Q7   Are the statements made in your testimony true and correct to the best of your 

knowledge and belief? 
 
A7   Yes. 
 
Q8 To the extent that Exhibit DR Coalition-01 contains expressions of opinion, do 

they represent your best professional judgment? 

A8  Yes. 
 
Q9   Do you adopt Exhibit DR Coalition-01 as your sworn testimony in R.20-11-003 

(Emergency Reliability)? 
 
A9  Yes. 

 
Q8   Does this conclude your statement of qualifications? 
 
A8   Yes, it does. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



JOHN W. ANDERSON 
415.697.1271 • john@ohmconnect.com • linkedin.com/in/jwesleyanderson 

 
Experience 

 
OhmConnect, Inc. San Francisco, CA 
Director of Energy Markets 2015-present 
 

• Engage with the California ISO (CAISO) and the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) on 
market design and regulatory initiatives to facilitate direct participation by demand response 
resources in California’s wholesale electricity markets 
 

• Design and conduct analyses to understand customer load curtailment capabilities and optimize 
bidding and scheduling of aggregated demand response resources 

 

• Develop strategic partnerships to expand customer base and portfolio of consumer devices integrated 
with OhmConnect software platform (e.g. smart thermostats, EV chargers, etc.) 

 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) San Francisco, CA 
Senior Market Design Analyst 2013-2015 
 

• Identified and coordinated teams of diverse internal stakeholders (e.g. Short-Term Electric Supply, 
ISO Settlements, Portfolio Management, Regulatory Affairs, and Law) to develop consensus positions 
on active CAISO market design initiatives, including: 
o Contingency Modeling Enhancements (proposed locational capacity product to achieve WECC 

reliability requirements with less dependence on out-of-market exceptional dispatches) 
o Flexible Ramping Product (proposed capacity product to reduce transient price spikes caused by 

power balance violations in CAISO’s 5-minute Real-Time Dispatch process) 
o Pricing Enhancements (development of rules for establishing administrative prices in the event of 

a disruption to or the suspension of CAISO’s Day-Ahead and/or Real-Time Markets) 
o Pay-for-Performance Regulation (modification of the compensation mechanism for Regulation to 

include an accuracy-adjusted performance payment in addition to a capacity payment) 
 

• Key contributor to “deep dive” analyses of CAISO market events and outcomes, including: 
o PG&E net energy purchase position during periods of negative prices and over-generation 
o Commitment, dispatch, and settlement of PG&E gas-fired generation during CAISO high natural 

gas price events 
o Synchronous inertial response and primary frequency response in CAISO under high levels of 

renewable energy penetration 
 

• Developed and delivered technical presentations on CAISO’s wholesale Energy and Ancillary 
Services markets to PG&E internal audiences, covering topics such as: 
o CAISO Full Network Model (FNM) 
o Security-Constrained Unit Commitment/Economic Dispatch (SCUC/ED) 
o AC power flow 
o Locational Marginal Pricing 
o Virtual/convergence bidding 
o Congestion Revenue Rights (CRRs) 

 
Stanford University, Program on Energy and Sustainable Development Stanford, CA 
Research and Teaching Assistant to Prof. Frank A. Wolak 2008-2012 
 

• Assisted in the specification and estimation of structural econometric models for purposes of making 
strategic recommendations to: Transpower (New Zealand); United States Postal Service; Anaheim 
Public Utilities; Public Service Commission of the District of Columbia; Colombian Electricity Supply 
Industry; CAISO; National Electricity Market (Australia) 

 

http://www.linkedin.com/in/jwesleyanderson


• Trained junior research assistants to use statistical software (e.g. SAS and Stata) to clean and analyze 
large databases 

 

• Prepared and taught weekly sections in econometrics to class of 30 first-year Ph.D. students (received 
Department of Economics Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award) 

 
California Energy Commission Sacramento, CA 
Graduate Research Analyst Summer 2006 
 

• Assisted the Commission’s Renewable Energy Office in developing policy recommendations to help 
California achieve its Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) target of renewable energy serving 33% of 
statewide retail electricity sales by 2020 
 

University of Calgary, Institute for Sustainable Energy, Environment and Economy Calgary, AB 
Research Assistant Summers 2004, 2005 
 

• Coauthored a study of the electricity export potential of Alberta’s oil sands region concluding that 
cogeneration technologies – particularly those fueled with syngas derived from oil sands waste 
products – offer a cost-effective means for oil sands producers to meet on-site steam and electricity 
requirements while generating surplus electricity for export 

 

• Coauthored a study of fiscal federalism in Canada highlighting the relationship between Alberta’s 
energy-based economy and perennial status as net contributor to federal fiscal balances 

 
Education 

 
Stanford University Stanford, CA 
Ph.D. in Economics 2007-2013 
 

• Specialization in energy economics, industrial organization (esp. regulation), and econometrics 
 

• Dissertation research on innovation and tax policies to promote emerging energy technologies (esp. 
onshore wind and shale gas) in U.S. and Canada. 

 

• Graduate fellowships received: 
o Stanford Institute for Economic Policy Research (SIEPR) Dissertation Fellowship (2012-2013) 
o Stanford Freeman Spogli Institute (FSI) George P. Shultz Fellowship in Canadian Studies (2010) 
o Stanford University, Department of Economics Graduate Fellowship (2007-2008) 

 
University of Oxford Oxford, UK 
M.Phil. in Economics 2005-2007 
 

• Rhodes Scholar, Canadian Prairie region 
 

• Thesis research on implementation and success of state Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) in U.S. 
 
University of Calgary Calgary, AB 
B.A. in Economics 2001-2005 
 

• First Class Honors (1st of 191 Economics graduates) 
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS OF AARON BERNDT 
 
Q1  Please state your name and business address. 
 
A1  My name is Aaron Berndt and my business address is 100 Congress Avenue, 

Austin, TX.  The offices of Google are located at 1600 Amphitheatre Pkwy, 

Mountain View, CA 94043.  

 
Q2  Briefly describe your present employment.  
 
A2  I am Head of Energy Industry Partnerships where I lead the team that works with 

utility partners to develop customer-focused energy programs that leverage 

Google Nest products. My detailed resume is attached. 

 
Q3  Please summarize your professional and educational background. 
 
A3 Prior to joining Google, I was a leader in PG&E's Customer Energy Solutions team, with 

responsibility for the delivery of key products and programs in PG&E's portfolio. I hold a 

Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering from the University of Minnesota and an M.B.A 

from U.C. Berkeley Haas School of Business. My detailed resume is attached. 

 
Q4  Have you previously testified on behalf of the DR Coalition or Google, before the 

California Public Utilities Commission? 
 
A4  No. 

 

Q5  What is the purpose of your testimony? 
 
A5   The purpose of my testimony is to is to jointly sponsor, with DR Coalition’s 

witnesses John Anderson and Greg Wikler, Exhibit DR Coalition-01, the Opening 

Prepared Testimony of the DR Coalition in R.20-11-003 (Emergency Reliability).     

Q6   Was Exhibit DR Coalition-01 prepared by you or under your supervision jointly 
with John Anderson and Greg Wikler? 

 
A6   Yes. 
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Q7   Are the statements made in your testimony true and correct to the best of your 
knowledge and belief? 

 
A7   Yes. 
 
Q8 To the extent that Exhibit DR Coalition-01 contains expressions of opinion, do 

they represent your best professional judgment? 

A8  Yes. 
 
Q9   Do you adopt Exhibit DR Coalition-01 as your sworn testimony in R.20-11-003 

(Emergency Reliability)? 
 
A9  Yes. 

 
Q8   Does this conclude your statement of qualifications? 
 
A8   Yes, it does. 
 

 

 



AARON BERNDT 

112 Medalist St, Lakeway, TX 78734 

(512) 937-0056 aaronberndt@google.com 

 

 

EXPERIENCE 

Oct ’15-Present Google - Nest                                                  Palo Alto, CA  

Working to help launch impactful energy programs leveraging the Nest Thermostat   

 Head of Energy Industry Partnerships  

● Lead a world class sales and account management team of 10 to accelerate the adoption of 

Nest thermostats and energy services with channel partners and utilities throughout North 

America  

● Led end-to-end project management of partner transition and recontracting to finalize 

commercial agreements as part of the Nest to Google integration for Industry Partnerships 

team  

 Head of Central Region Energy Partnerships  

● Low Income Programs - Developed initial set of low income program pilots utilizing low-cost 

refurbished Nest Thermostats laying the foundation for our work with utilities across the 

country now utilizing the thermostat E in their income qualified programs 

● Gas Demand Response - Developed, Scoped, and Launched Nest’s first gas demand response 

program with SoCalGas to help Southern CA respond to gas system constraints 

● New Market Development - Explored and developed a new regulated partnership opportunity 

within the sustainable / efficient housing market. Formed two major new partnerships 

opportunities executing on single family and multi-family dwellings. 

 Energy Partnerships - West  

● California - Key lead in drafting and coordinating all smart thermostat workpaper related 

work across all stakeholder groups 

● Arizona - Established and Expanded smart thermostat programs with each of the three major 

utilities in AZ to help achieve their EE and DR goals.  

 

May’10-Oct’ 15 Pacific Gas & Electric Company                               San Francisco, CA  

High performing Customer Care leader with experience in strategic planning, portfolio 

management, regulatory engagement, and product and solution development and delivery  

 Manager, Step Up and Power Down 

● Formulated concept proposal and secured approval to fund and launch a leading edge energy 

efficiency marketing and customer engagement program to reduce energy waste in 

partnership with San Francisco and San Jose 

● Project/team lead driving the design, development, and commercialization of Step Up and 

Power Down. Coordinating large cross-functional project team including 20 PG&E teams and 

23 external organizations  

● Assembled Step Up and Power Down specific sales and account team. Secured early key 

partnerships and customers. Supported sales team to help close additional large participants 

 

 Manager, Commercial and Finance EE Programs 

● P&L responsibility for achieving annual energy savings of ~50MW/250GWH/10MMtherms 

while managing commercial EE program budget of  ~$110M  

● Helped integrate PG&E’s finance offerings - $50M On Bill Finance program and $35M 

Finance Pilots 

● 16 FTE direct reporting chain of program managers, key project leads, and business analysts 
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 Manager, Information Products 

● Successfully lead team of 10 product and project managers on development of key initiatives 

and program activities supporting 2013-14 energy efficiency portfolio 

 

 Principle, Energy Information Platforms 

● Responsible for the successful planning, deployment and optimization of energy information 

platforms (Opower and C3 Energy) spanning residential and business customers (~2.5M 

enrolled users)  

● Concept to launch ownership of new industry leading small and medium business platform  - 

solution vision, team development, budget, contract negotiation, and project management 

● Led and managed extended project team of 60+ spanning multiple teams within the utility 

 

 Senior Product Manager, Energy management Systems 

● Conducted strategic mapping of C&I energy management software and systems market  

● Developed product roadmap, identified market drivers, conducted detailed vendor and 

product analysis  

● Deployment lead of enterprise scale sales enablement tool for commercial and industrial 

customers 

 

Summer ‘09 Serious Energy, Energy Management Products and Services                                Sunnyvale, CA 

  Product Marketing Summer Associate 

● Developed methodology to calculate project specific ROI and high level assessment tool used 

for deal support, product management, and competitive analysis. Supported the CTO 
 

2002-2008 Adam Aircraft, VC Backed Start-up, Very Light Jet Aircraft Manufacturer             Denver, CO 

Core team member of a fast paced start-up.  Grew company from 80 to over 900 employees 

Manager (AAI Acquisition Incorporated, Formerly Adam Aircraft)                              

● 1 of 50, from previous 900 employees, contracted to restart company operations under new 

ownership 

Program Manager  

● Owned project management of critical outsourcing program for all non-core composite 

components. Constituted roughly $20M/year in business for chosen supplier and saved 

$175,000 per airplane at rate. Coordinated team efforts at all levels of the project life cycle. 

Manufacturing Business Analyst 

● Created a business strategy and manufacturing plan to accelerate the production rate by 36X 

  Lead Materials and Process Engineer 

● Developed, documented, and trained advanced composite manufacturing procedures. 

Mentored engineers and skilled technicians on precision machining, testing, and repair of 

composite materials 

● Managed the composite testing laboratory. Supervised a team of 6 people.  

  Engineer – Materials 

● Created systems for material receiving and testing. Maintained material and process specs. 
 

EDUCATION University of California at Berkeley, Walter A. Haas School of Business 

Master of Business Administration, May 2010 

  University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, Institute of Technology  

Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering, June 2002 GPA: 3.5 

ADDITIONAL Awarded Eagle Scout by Boy Scouts of America in 1996 
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